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ll educational institutions the world over are charged with 

Aa responsibility of educating and preparing children to 
become informed and enlightened citizens of our planet. 

This journey  and the process however, begins only after a child 
has spent a few initial years under the exclusive care, protection 
and guardianship of his or her parents. His first connect and 
awareness of the world really begins with parents. The words 
spoken, the warmth of mother's body, suckling, father holding his 
hand and teaching him how to walk, and many more things are 
indeed, an integral part of parenting.

Every parent has a vision in the context of what his or her progeny 
should grow up to be, and assiduously works towards achieving 
that vision. Somewhere down the line, this becomes an 
overarching ambition because of over possessiveness and 
concern for the welfare of the child and his or her future. Some 
parents also tend to impose their own will on the child's future 
callings, under a mistaken impression of the child being their own 
extension.

This is where many parents make a mistake in assuming the role 
of an architect of their child's future. Every child is unique in his 
own way. He may possess a similar composition of the DNA 
acquired through a biological process, but he is not necessarily 
the same xerox copy of his parents.

A child learns through a deep sense of hearing, observation and 
other cognitive faculties that are in the process of making. What 
he needs is love, sense of security, confidence and above all good 
values. For that to happen, every parent has to become a role 
model, a friend and guide him or her on to the journey of life 
which is both challenging and exciting. If a parent has nurtured 
the child with these strong values (we in the Indian context call 
them sanskars), he becomes strong, confident and capable of 
leading his life on his own terms.

A parent should not endeavour to become the arbiter of child's 
destiny, but help him to shape it.
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A	good	parent	strives	to	make	decisions	
in	the	best	interest	of	the	child.	A	good	parent	
doesn’t	have	to	be	perfect.	No	one	is	perfect.

No	parent	is	perfect.	No	child	is	perfect	either	…	
keeping	this	in	mind	is	important	when	we	set	our	
expectations.	But	it	doesn’t	mean	that	we	shouldn’t	

work	towards	that	goal.	Set	high	standards	for	ourselves	
first	and	then	our	children	second.	We	serve	as	a	role	

model	to	them.

QUEST
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From the desk of 

CHAIRMAN ll civilizations the world over recognize, indeed promote the 

Aexistence of a small group defined as a family wherein its 
members, live and grow in an atmosphere of freedom, love and 

fraternity. Family thus becomes a basic unit of a society that is largely 
insulated and protected from the challenges of the outside world, 
which can be hostile especially to the young ones.  Parents lay the 
foundation of a family, enforce order and discipline, nurture and guide 
their progeny to lead a life that is productive and meaningful.

This is where the role of parenting assumes importance. Interestingly, 
there are no set or fixed rules of parenting. While there are no objective 
or scientific criteria for evaluating the quality of parenting, there is a 
complete clarity on the purpose, which is to make a child independent, 
strong and a good human being. Positive parent-child relationships 
are important for all areas of children’s development. By being in the 
moment, spending quality time and showing warmth, care and 
respect, parent- child relationship can be strengthened.

Parenting is also a huge responsibility, because by that you are 
profoundly impacting the life of an individual in a variety of ways. The 
values that you impart will remain and guide his or her conduct and 
behaviour for the rest of his or her life.

While there are certain non-negotiable imperatives of transmitting 
good values, parenting is a dynamic concept and is also age-
appropriate. You cannot treat your ten years old the same way as you 
treat a two years one. The paradigm of parenting for a twenty one 
years old would be altogether different and so on and so forth. This is 
extremely important to keep this reality in mind. Having said that, your 
role as parents assumes criticality in the early and formative years of 
the child when he follows you, and almost apes you in all respects. This 
becomes a part of his or her sub-conscious and stays with them for the 
rest of their lives.

Some of the essential mandates of good parenting can be summarized 
as follows.

- Give them lots of love.
- Spend quality time with them.
- Do not say or do anything to them, or in front of them that you 

would not like others to do, or say to you.
- Provide complete emotional security by your own conduct and 

behaviour. 
- Encourage them to achieve their full potential in the area of their 

perceived strength without being overbearing.
- Lastly, and that I trust is perhaps the most important part of 

parenting-help them become good human beings by becoming 
useful to the society and the world at large.
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ith the aim to provide a platform for sharing best 

Wpractices, insights and industry experiences, the 5th 

Corporate Summit on “Talent Management: Driving 

Success Through Talent”was hosted by Jaipuria Institute of 

Management, Indirapuram, Ghaziabad on 3rd February, 2018 at 

Hotel Radisson Blu, Kaushambi, Ghaziabad. The Corporate 

Summit is a flagship event of the MBA program. This annual 

summit is overseen by 500+ participants through 3 sessions 

taken up by 15+ speakers. The summit was formally inaugurated 

by lighting of lamp by the Chief Guest, Mr. P. Dwarakanath, 

Director – Group Human Capital, Max India Ltd, Mr. Shishir 

Jaipuria, Chairman, Jaipuria Group of Educational Institutions, 

Prof. (Dr) Daviender Narang, Director, Jaipuria Institute of 

Management, Indirapuram, Ghaziabad, Mr. Partho P Kar, MD, 

Brookes Enterprises. Mr. Shishir Jaipuria, Chairman, Jaipuria 

Group of Educational Institutions welcomed all the 

participants and shared his views on the theme of the summit.  He 

said “Conceptualizing the talent requirements for the future is 

more critical than managing the existing talent for running the 

existing business.” Prof. (Dr) Daviender Narang, delivered theme 

address. According to him the success mantra for managing 

talent is to adapt, upgrade, modify change as per requirements 

and retain potential employees. The keynote address was 

delivered by Mr. P. Dwarakanath. He said “HR is meant for every 

business leader and business growth means people growth”. The 

inaugural session concluded with vote of thanks by Mr. Partho P 

Kar, MD, Brookes Enterprises.

“Conceptualizing	the	talent	requirements	for	the	future	is	more	critical	than	

managing	the	existing	talent	for	running	the	existing	business.”

www.jaipuria.edu.in
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aipuria School of Business, Indirapuram, Ghaziabad unveiled 

J”Prarambh 2018” - a 3-day intensive Orientation 

Programme for the new batch of PGDM (Post Graduate 

Diploma in Management) 2018-20. The Chairman of Jaipuria 

Group of Institutions, Shri Shishir Jaipuria inaugurated the 

programme and formally announced the commencement of 

session 2018-20. In his address, he urged the students to acquire 

skills, competencies and agility in order to sustain in the new era 

characterized by disruptions. The Guests of Honour, Mr. Naveen 

Tandon, Director – International External Affairs, AT&T, India and 

Mr. Rajeev Bhadauria, Director – Group HR, JSPL delivered very 

inspiring and engrossing speeches while emphasizing on the 

need of staying up-to-date with the technological advancements 

and managerial innovations. The Chief-Guest, Major General  Anil 

Shukla (Retd.) in his address, shared his experience with the new 

students and talked about how ethics and moral values provide a 

strong foundation to achieve success in the ever changing world 

order. Shri Vinod Malhotra, Member, Board of Governors, 

enlightened the assembly of students, members of the faculty 

and invited guests with his words of wisdom while relating very 

beautifully the present day management with the doctrines 

enshrined in Bhagwatgita. The Director, Dr. SK Mahapatra 

delivered the welcome address and emphasized on the need of 

adopting focused and disciplined approach in life to get success.

Mr. Rajesh Kamath, Founder of Chanakya Consulting Insights and 

Co-founder of MTHR, conducted the post-lunch motivational 

session by using story-telling technique to understand the tenets 

of management.

The second day of the programme began with the Dean 

(Academics) introducing the PGDM rules and regulations to the 

new students. It was followed by an interaction session of the new 

students with the members of the faculty, where the new students 

were familiarized with the curriculum and course structure. 

Further, the students were addressed by very renowned speakers 

from the Government and the corporate Ms. Purnima M. Gupta, 

Economic Adviser, GOI (Retd.); and Sh. Kamal Singh, Executive 

Director, UN Global Compact Network India. Mr. Partho Kar, 

Member, Board of Governors also addressed the students and 

welcomed them. Later, Mr. Pramod Joshi, Co-founder and 

Director of The Winning Mantra conducted an interactive session 

on the skills required to succeed in work life. The programme 

concluded with a vote of thanks proposed by Dr. Timira Shukla, 

Dean, Academics. 

On the final day of the programme, the students were taken to 

“The Blue Camp, Damdama”, where they participated in a number 

of team building activities designed for their overall personal and 

professional development. The final day outing and activities 

inspired the new students to gear up for exciting and challenging 

days ahead.

Prarambh 2018
The Orientation Programme 

for the Batch 2018-20
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Jaipurians Conferred with top Honours

he journey of a thousand miles begin with one step and if 

Tthat one step is driven by a firm resolve to reach the 

destination, nothing can stagger us. This is how the journey 

of Anoushka Chandra and Kshitij Anand, saw its advent. Being 

the Second and the Third All India CBSE National Toppers 

Class XII- 2017-18, securing  out of 500, respectively, 498 & 497

Anoushka and Kshitij have placed the school at a new pedestal of 

glory. Kshitij Anand has also brought laurels to the school by 

securing the First position all over India in Science stream. 

With dreams twinkling in their eyes and heart brimming with zest 

for life, they entered the portals of Jaipuria. Each day in their 

school life seemed to be waiting for them with new ventures, 

novel avenues and formidable challenges, like it does for every 

learner in the school but not everyone is able to extract nectar of 

learning from the opportunities that come across in their life. 

Anoushka and Kshitij did it! Learning for them was not bound by 

the precincts of academics rather it extended to co-curricular 

activities as well. Working with perfection and working diligently 

had become their habit and therefore nothing less than ‘best’ 

would emerge from any task undertaken by them. Be it the kl 

responsibility of a Head Girl, heading the peer education 

sessions, taking charge of mega events like Annual Day and Inter-

school competitions, earnest preparation for Debate 

competitions, stunning the audience with her oratory skills or 

articulating her opinions in MUNs, Anoushka came through them 

with flying colours. Same is the success story of Kshitij. Who could 

have wondered, a child with analytical acumen, praised for his 

perspicacity could also be blessed with a musical aptitude and is 

adept at playing guitar? His directorial adroitness and script 

writing competence inspired awe among the audience during the 

farewell ceremony when the students cheered with glee and 

mirth at the witty and fascinating skit scripted and directed by 

Kshitij.

Anoushka and Kshitij believed in competing with their ownselves 

rather than competing with others. They made sure that with 

each passing day they came out better – not just as students but 

also as good human beings. Pride makes an easy way into our 

mind with success but the burgeoning accolades and fame never 

swayed them from the path of modesty. With heads still bowed 

with humility and hearts still brimming with hopes and 

aspirations, Anoushka and Kshitij received felicitations and 

honours from the Honorable HRD Minister Mr. Prakash 

Javadekar, Chief Minister of Uttar Pradesh, Shri. Adityanath 

Yogi and DM Ghaziabad Smt. Ritu Maheshwari. The Chairman, 

Seth Anandram Jaipuria Education Society, Shri Shishir Jaipuria 

acknowledged the meritorious Jaipurians with a cheque of 

rupees One Lakh each along with a Certificate of Honour. We wish 

them success and happiness in their future endeavours!
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he students of Seth Anandram Jaipuria School organized 

Tthe Annual Model United Nations Conference, “Seth 

Anandram Jaipuria Model United Nations” on the 28 

and 29 of April, 2018. Dr. Deepak Vohra, Special Advisor to the 

Prime Minister of Lesotho and Guinea Bissau as well as Special 

Speaker to the Laddakh Autonomous Hill Development Councils, 

Kargil and Leh, was the Chief Guest for the occasion. The event 

witnessed the participation of more than 31 schools and around 

350 delegates from all across the country.

The conference was a simulation of the United Nations 

Organization(UNO), and was by the students, of the students and 

for the students. 

Seth Anandram Jaipuria Model United Nations (SAJMUN), 

successfully collaborated with the UNIC, an organization that 

solves education related issues at its own level and CRY (Child 

Rights and You), a non-governmental organization. Since its 

inception, the SAJMUN Club has been a not-for-profit initiative. In 

keeping with the same, the proceeds from the event have been 

entirely donated to CRY to meet the imperative needs of the less 

fortunate.

 

Further, an amount of Rs.40/- from every delegate’s fee has also 

been donated to CRY. This way, SAJMUNhas supported and shall 

continue to support the formal education of more than 3 

students for one academic year. To further our cause in practice, 

student volunteers from SAJMUN have been imparting 

knowledge about Model UN to students from our local 

government school. 10 students from this school were hosted 

free of cost as delegates at Seth Anandram Jaipuria Model United 

Nations, 2018.

On the last day, the winners were felicitated with a trophy and a 

certificate. ‘The Millenium School’ emerged as the overall 

champion. Seth Anadram Jaipuria Schoool, Kanpur provides 

wings to the fledglings as they rush out of their nests  and  take 

their initial flight in a bid to join the community of World class 

leader. SAJMUN is one such platform where the prospective 

future world leaders zealously and passionately put forth their 

views on some of the most crucial global issues which are of 

significance and relevance to the world at large.

GLOBAL ISSUES…
and	the	leaders	in	making

Mrs.	 Deepti	 Chib,	 Anushka	 Chib’s	mother	 gives	

credit	to	SAJMUN	for	shaping	the	personality	of	

her	daughter.	Here	is	what	she	feels-	

“It	was	a	year	back	when	my	daughter,	Anushka	

started	 working	 as	 an	 organizer	 for	 SAJMUN.	

Initially	she	didn’t	get	much	support	from	my	end	

as	I	believed	that	she	might	spoil	her	academic	

result	but	when	I	saw	her	interacting	with	people	

and	 working	 so	 dedicatedly	 for	 events,	

I 	 discovered	 that	 she	 had	 become	 more	

responsible.	 Events	 like	 SAJMUN	 not	 only	 help	

students	 for	 public	 speaking	 skills	 but	 also	

enhances	 their	 personality.	 Such	 events	 help	

students	to	become	self	confident	and	prepares	

them	 for	 undertaking	 responsibility	 and	

challenges	which	 life	 throws	at	 them	once	they	

step	out	of	the	portals	of	their	school.”

	 “THE	 MORE	 RISK	 YOU	 ALLOW	 CHILDREN	 TO	 TAKE,	 THE	

BETTER	THEY	LEARN	TO	TAKE	CARE	OF	THEMSELVES”

www.jaipuria.edu.in
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azzmatazz an Inter-School Cultural and Literary Festival was 

Rconceptualized by Seth Anandram Jaipuria School, Lucknow in 2016 

with the aim of providing a platform to the children of city schools right 

from Nursery class onwards.Day one of Razzmatazz was a glittering event where 

a host of eminent personalities Guests and Judges assembled. The Chief Guest 

was a renowned singer from Mumbai, Ms. Esha Gaur, who had recently been 

nominated for “Best Singer” in the Indian Television Academy Awards 2017.

The Guest of Honour was Padmashri Raj Bisariaji, an eminent theatre 

personality, Director, Producer and Educationist, whose contribution in theatre 

and drama has left an indelible mark, especially in the city of Lucknow. Some 

amazing competitions like “Footusion” showing a spell binding, fusion of 

dances from around the globe, creation of outlandish hybrids on paper, and 

paintings by the primary students on Computers – CompuCanvas. There was a 

battle of wits in the Quiz – Quiz O'florauna etc. Day two of Razzmatazz got off to 

another interesting beginning with the arrival of the Guest of Honour 

Mrs Chitra Mohan, an eminent Theatre personality.

Two glorious days of Razzmatazz came to an end with a bang on the afternoon of 

14th October 2017. The two day event concluded with the proposal of a vote of 

thanks by the Principal, Mrs. Poonam Kochitty followed by an ebullient Bhangra 

dance which had everyone on their feet. Prizes were given away by the Chief 

Guest Mr. Tushar a popular RJ at Red FM and Ms. Surbhi, a producer at Red FM.

Our hearts swelled with pride from the impromptu feedback received from some 

of the participants. As curtains came down on Razzmatazz 2017, everyone bid 

adieu carrying back fond memories in their hearts.

RazzmatazzRazzmatazz
Inter-School Event
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ebate is one of the academic activities that give students 

Dcreative room to express what they feel. The knowledge 
and exposure that students get through debating is 

simply unparalleled. Jaipuria School of Business (JSB), 
Indirapuram organised “Dr. Rajaram Jaipuria Memorial Debate” 
under the title ‘Manthan: Churn Your Mind’ on 9th and 10th of 
February, 2018. It was a two-day event that saw a participation of 
more than 62 teams from around 52 different colleges in Delhi 
NCR. The Preliminary Round was conducted on 9th February 
while the final round was on 10th February 2018. The topics for 
the Preliminary round and the Final round were “Can India be a 
Developed Nation by 2022” and “Role of Youth in Building New 
India” respectively. 

JSB invited Mr. Vinod Malhotra, Member, Board of Governors, 
Jaipuria Group of Educational Institutions as the Chief-Guest 
during the Inauguration Ceremony of Manthan: 2018. The 
Director, JSB, Dr. SK Mahapatra welcomed the Guest and the 
participants to the event. Sh. Malhotra, in his address, urged the 
youth of today to channelize its potential towards building a New 
India. 

Out of a pool of more than 62 teams ten teams were selected for 
the Final round. All the members of the Jury unanimously agreed 
to the fact that the speakers were very articulate and emphatic 
and the making the final decision was really a herculean task.

Dr. SK Mahapatra, Director, JSB congratulated the participants for 
their efforts and commitment. The finalists, during the 
Valedictory session, also shared their experience at JSB and 
almost every participant applauded the hospitality and 
interaction with the PGDM students of JSB. The Chief-Guest, the 
Guest of Honour, The Director, and the Dean presented the 
trophies to the Champion Debating Team and the Jury Award 
Winning team. Hitaishee Gaur and Kartikey Maithani from Delhi 
Metropolitan Education, Noida were declared the winners of the 
competition and lifted the Champion’s Trophy while Surbhi Malik 
and TavishiPandey from Indraprastha Engineering College, 
Sahibabad bagged the Jury’s Award. The prize money for the 
Champions was INR 25,000 and for the Jury Award Winners INR 
5000. The event closed with a vote of Thanks proposed by the 
Dean, Dr. Timira Shukla.

cintilla 2K18, an Annual Cultural festival of Jaipuria School 

Sof Business was a kaleidoscope of various motifs to 
showcase Youth Euphoria-the theme of 2k18 event. With 

participation of more than 40 institutions and colleges from 
Delhi/ NCR and Kanpur, Scintilla 2K18was celebrated with a lot of 
fanfare and enthusiasm on 17th February, 2018 in the campus. 

The festival was formally inaugurated by the Chairman Sh. Shishir 
Jaipuria who was the Chief-Guest for the occasion. In his inaugural 
address he urged the young brigade to stay focused and embrace 
change in all walks of life to take the nation to new heights of 
excellence. He also emphasized on the role and significance of 
cultural activities in overall development. The Director, JSB, Dr. S K 
Mahapatra welcomed the dignitaries and exhorted the 
participants from different colleges of NCR to enjoy the 
competition with the spirit of camaraderie. The function 
commenced with Saraswati Vandan- a dance recital by Ms. Pragati 
Singh (PGDM 2017-19) and a dance performance by kids from 
SaiNritya Academy, Ghaziabad.

The day filled with variety of events viz. Street Play, Business Quiz, 
Face Painting Competition, Singing Competition, Dance 
Competition, Fashion Show, LAN Gaming, Channel Surfing and 
Battle of Bands witnessed intense competition amongst different 
participating teams. 

The winners of different events were presented with prizes and 
certificates in the Award Ceremony which was graced by the 
presence of Chief Guest Sh. Anil Kumar Jain, Chief General 
Manager, BSNL and member of the Board of Governors, Jaipuria 
School of Business and Guest of HonourSh. P K Mishra, Founder 
and Managing Director, Abhiyaan Infra Projects Pvt. Ltd. 

SCINTILLA 
2K18

MANTHAN
2018

The Inter-College 
Debate Competition
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which has been set up by the Dubai Govt. to promote 

innovation among the youth. Further, the students 

interacted with the personnel at the Emirates NBD and got 

to know about the futuristic banking techniques. The 

students got the chance to visit Dubai Silicon Oasis 

Authority where Eng. Muammar Khaled Al Khateeri, the 

Executive Vice President, Silicon Park Project, Dubai who 

interacted with the students and explained to them the 

strategies and techniques they are using to make Dubai a 

smarter city. As of now they are preparing the test bed called 

Silicon Park where the technological advancements will be 

tested to be implemented on the whole city. Later, the 

students went to the world’s largest tourism and leisure 

project – The Global City.

This international exposure was a wonderful learning 

opportunity for the students and a chance to experience 

new culture. 

op 5 students of PGDM Batch 2017-19 were given the 

Topportunity to go on a 5-Day International Study Tour 

to Dubai. The tour was completely sponsored by the 

Institute. The purpose of the tour was first, to reward the 

students for their hard work in academics and secondly, to 

provide an international exposure to the students. 

The students got a wonderful learning opportunity on this 

tour. They visited the fastest growing company in Dubai, 

Danube, owned by an Indian Mr. Rizwan Sajan. The students 

interacted with the store manager and got to know about 

the marketing strategies, promotional strategies and the 

CSR activities undertaken by the company. They also visited 

the Academic city in Dubai where they saw the campuses of 

various international universities including the American 

University in Emirates, Middlesex University and Zayed 

University. The students also got the opportunity to visit the 

Emirates Tower, which is the Innovation Hub and creativity 

centre in Dubai. The students saw the Innovative Youth Hub 

International Study Tour 
to Dubai

13
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 Workshop on 

“How to file ITR online” 

Filing Income Tax Returns is an annual 

activity seen as a moral and social duty of 

every responsible citizen of India. It is the 

basis for the government to determine the 

amount and means of expenditure of the 

citizens and provides a platform for the 

assesse to claim refund, among other 

forms of relief from time to time. 

To encourage timely filing of ITR and 

making students aware of the importance 

of filing Income Tax Returns, Jaipuria 

School of Business organised a half-day 

MDPs/FDPs/Workshops

Finance Gym 

by Kotak Mahindra Bank 

in collaboration with The Learning Curve 

Academy 

Jaipuria School of Business, Indirapuram 

organised a one day Workshop “Finance 

Gym” for the PGDM students on 7th 

February 2018. The workshop was 

conducted by Kotak Mahindra Bank in 

collaboration with the Learning Curve 

Academy and the trainer for the same was 

Mr. BhanuPratap Singh. The event was 

divided into two parts – first, a session by 

Mr. Singh on the basic information about 

various financial tools and terms including 

Mutual funds, stocks, shares, debentures, 

SIP, Equity, etc. and second part was 

devoted to an Online Simulated Wealth 

Management Game. Cash prizes were also 

offered to the top two teams in the online 

simulated wealth management game. 

workshop on “How to file ITR online?” on 

26thFebruary 2018 by Mr. Bikram Agarwal, 

VP Finance, Jaipuria Group of Educational 

Institutions. The speaker, first, discussed 

the important provisions related to 

Income Tax and then demonstrated 

practically how to fi le ITR online. 

The session was highly interactive and 

informative.  

Workshop on 

“Social Media: Use and Effect” 

organised by MHRD at AICTE, 

Vasant Kunj

The students and members of the faculty 

at Jaipuria School of Business were invited 

to attend a one-day workshop on “Social 

Media: Use and Effects” organised by 

MHRD at AICTE, Vasant Kunj on 10th April, 

2018. Social Media has emerged as a 

significant tool for acquisition and 

dissemination of information and serves 

as a platform to obtain updates almost on 

a real - time basis of current events. In the 

education sector also it has a lot of 

importance both for the students and the 

institutions. In recognition of the 

importance of social media for the 

institutions, the Hon'ble Minister, MHRD 

decided to organise this one-day 

Workshop on Social Media - Uses & Effect. 

The workshop was conducted by the 

experts from My Gov and the Minister, 

Sh. Prakash Javadekar, himself was present 

to talk about the same. It was indeed a very 

informative and intriguing workshop. 

Workshop on 

“Value System”
 by Dr. Uma Jain

March 8th is celebrated as an International 

Women's Day across the world with a lot of 

fanfare to commemorate, acknowledge 

and appreciate the achievements of 

women. Jaipuria School of Business (JSB) 

celebrated the special occasion in a special 

way on 10th March, 2018 and organized a 

workshop on "Value System" conducted by 

Dr. Uma Jain, founder CEO and Principal 

Consultant of Saharth. The event was 

attended by the teachers from the Schools 

and the Institutes of Jaipuria Group. The 

Women’s Day celebration started with a 

video highlighting the contribution of 

women in making the world what it is 

today. 

Though, in the male chauvinistic world, 

women's contribution is always downplayed. 

The video very conspicuously displayed how 

women are always relegated to the 

secondary  posit ion  by  their  male 

counterparts. It was followed by an address 

by Ms. Anjali Khanna, VP, HR, Jaipuria Group 

of Educational Institutions who further 

talked about the achievements of women all 

around the world. 

Dr. Uma Jain, the Guest Speaker for the 

occasion delved deep into the nuances of 

Value system and discussed why forming 

value base is important. She urged the 

audience to recognize the importance of 

values and to try to imbibe these values 

into their lives. The talk was indeed very 

engrossing and informative.

The Chairman, Sh. Shishir Jaipuria, in his 

address, appreciated the contribution of 

all the women and congratulated them on 

the special occasion. The event concluded 

with a Vote of Thanks proposed by 

Ms. Kavita Mathur. 
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EDP conducted at 

Ginni Filaments
Kosi Mills

 A training programme on 'Achieving Success through Effective 

Communication' was also organized on 18.06.18 at GFL, Kosi by 

external faculties, Dr.Timira Shukla, Dean – Academics and Dr. 

Anindita, Assoc. Prof. Jaipuria Business School, Ghaziabad. The 

programme was inaugurated by Sh. B. K. Sharma, Unit Head,  Sh. 

S. N. Sharma, V.P.(P&A) and “Deep Prajawalit” by faculties 

Dr. Timira Shukla and Dr. Anindita. Sh. B. K. Sharma welcome the 

resource Persons and briefed the purpose and theme of the 

programme.  

EDP conducted at 

Ginni Filaments
Panoli Mills, Gujarat

 Jaipuria School of Business (JSB) organized an MDP on 

"Achieving Success through Effective Communication" on 

4th May 2018 at Ginni Filaments, Panoli Mills, Gujarat. The 

training session was delivered by Dr. Timira Shukla, Dean and 

Prof. Yusuf Mehdi, Assistant Professor. Mr. Arun Nag, Unit 

Head at Panoli Mills welcome the resource persons from JSB 

and addressed the gathering while emphasizing the need for 

improving and developing effective communication skills to 

be successful. 

The programme was attended by around 35 professionals 

from the manufacturing plant from different departments. 

The training session was highly appreciated by the 

participants. The hospitality offered at the plant was indeed 

very warm and inviting. 

www.jaipuria.edu.in
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A Guest Lecture on 'Industrial Relations' was organised for the 
students of PGDM First year in the Leadership Room on 31st 
March, 2018. The lecture was delivered by Dr. Sonam Jain a 
Visiting Faculty at ICFAI Dehradun for 5 years in the area of IR and 
OB. Industrial Relations is a multidisciplinary field that studies the 
employment relationships and the guest speaker very beautifully 
delineated the basic nuances of these relations. 

The first year PGDM students of Jaipuria School of Business got 
the opportunity to attend a Guest Lecture on 28th April 2018 by 
Mr. Sudhir Kumar Sharma, a turnaround specialist and an 
accomplished Business strategist who is currently the Chief 
Executive Officer at TRUFOODS Pvt. Ltd., Nairobi, Kenya. The 
speaker talked about the 'Joy of Selling'. 

Guest Talk by
Mr. Sudhir Kumar Sharma

The students of PGDM at Jaipuria School of Business got an 
opportunity to attend the guest lecture by Mr Salil Bhatia, 
Director at AQG, India Educonsultancy Pvt. Ltd. on 20th July 2018. 
Where they learnt about the SIP and Placement opportunities 
available abroad for them. The Speaker talked in detail about the 
benefits of the international exposure and shared information 
about the roles and profiles available internationally. 

Guest Lecture by 
Mr. Salil Bhatia

Jaipuria School of Business (JSB), Indirapuram organised a Guest 
Lecture on “Corporate Law and Related Issues” by Mr. Vikrant 
Vashishth on 2nd February 2018. Mr. Vashishth is a lawyer by 
profession and is already a member of the Jaipuria family as he is 
an alumnus of Seth Anandram Jaipuria School, Kanpur. He is in 
active legal practice with the Supreme Court of India. He talked 
about the various sections dealing with the business laws and the 
issues related to the same. 

Guest Lecture by 
Mr. Vikrant Vashishth

Guest Lecture
by Dr. Sonam Jain

Leadership Talk:
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CoE Activities:

Book Review Competition
A friend in need is a friend indeed! And Books are our best friends 
indeed!

The Centre for Creativity and Innovation, Jaipuria School of 
Business (JSB) organized a Book Review Competition for the first 
year PGDM students on 29th March 2018 in the Leadership Hall. 
The judges for the competition were Ms. Piyali Dasgupta, 
Education Consultant & Brand Curator; and Prof. Yusuf Mehdi, 
Assistant Professor, Business Comm. at JSB. Jaipuria School of 
Business proudly promotes book reading and encourages the 
students to read as many books as they want. The aim of 
organizing this Book Review Competition was to inculcate the 
habit of reading in the students that would certainly help them 
excel in their professional lives as well personal. Participation in 
the competition was overwhelming and the students came up 
with many new ideas about the books they reviewed.

‘Dhan Ki Baat’ 
The students of PGDM at Jaipuria School of Business (JSB) got an 
opportunity to be part of the TV show 'DhanKiBaat' telecast every 
week on Zee Business. JSB constantly promotes participation of 
students in different activities and events since this exposure 
helps in developing the overall personality of the students. The 
students, along with Dr. Santosh Singhal, Associate Professor and 
Ms. Sweety Singh, Head, Corporate relations, visited Zee Business 
studio in the film city, Noida  and participated in the event on 7th 
March 2018 . The discussion was on the topic "NRI Investment in 
India". The Guest Speaker for the episode was Mr. Hiten Jain, NRI 
Product Manager at IIFL (India Infoline Group), who talked about 
how NRIs can invest in the Indian stock market. The students 
asked very relevant questions and acquired a lot of information. 
The visit was very informative and educative. 

International Happiness Day 
“People are just as happy as they make up their minds to be.”
- Abraham Lincoln

The Happiness Day was celebrated at JSB under the aegis of the 
Centre for Diversity and Inclusiveness. The whole event was 
organized by the students of PGDM Batch 2017-19 and the 
coordinators were Ms. Akriti Chaturvedi and Ms. Pragati Singh, 
both students of PGDM First Year. The Director, Dr. SK Mahapatra, 
also shared his views on happiness. He emphasized that 
happiness must be felt every moment to keep oneself motivated 
and happy in all situations. 

International Labour Day 
International Labour Dayis also known as International Worker's 
Day, Labour Day and May Day.  To encourage the workers, Jaipuria 
School of Business celebrated the International Labour Day on 
1st May, 2018 wherein all the workers participated. Dr. SK 
Mahapatra, Director, congratulated all the workers for their hard 
work and presented them with gifts on the occasion as tokens of 
appreciation of their work.

International Day of Yoga 
Yoga is an invaluable gift of India's ancient tradition. It embodies 
the unity of mind and body; thought and action; restraint and 
fulfilment; harmony between man and nature; a holistic approach 
to health and well-being. Taking forward the vision of 
Honourable NarendraModi, Jaipuria School of Business (JSB), 
Indirapuram observed the 4th International Day of Yoga in the 
campus of 21st June 2018.  Yoga is basically a group of physical, 
mental, and spiritual practices or disciplines which originated in 
ancient India.  JSB invited Dr AV Singh as the Chief-Guest on the 
occasion. Dr Singh possesses a rich experience of 36 years in the 
field of Environment, Occupational Health and Safety. 

World Environment Day 
World Environment Day is celebrated all over the world on 5th 
June in order to attract attention of the people towards the need 
of saving the 'Earth'. Jaipuria School of Business (JSB), 
Indirapuram celebrated the World Environment Day by planting 

www.jaipuria.edu.in
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Student Seminars 
on the topics related to Vision India 2022

 

Members of the Faculty, Staff and the 

students of Jaipuria School of Business 

(JSB) organized a two-day celebration on 

15th and 16th January 2018 to pay tribute 

to and to commemorate the Bir th 

Anniversary of the reverend founder of 

Jaipuria Group of Educational Institutions, 

Late Dr. RajaramJaipuria. Dr. Rajaram 

Jaipuria born on 16th January 1934 was a 

visionary and a philanthropist industrialist 

who firmly believed that educating the 

youth of  the countr y  is  the best 

contribution towards Nation building. To 

achieve this goal, he established various 

schools and institutes across the country 

and all these institutions have been 

imparting quality education for many 

decades now and are acknowledged as 

Centres of Excellence. 

Jaipuria School of Business is an integral 

part of the same legacy and strives hard to 

carry forward the standards set by the 

visionary and reverend founder. In order to 

continue with the spirit of the founder, JSB 

organized student seminars on 15th 

January 2018 on the topics related to the 

theme “Vision India 2022”. The students of 

the PGDM programme at JSB participated 

in three seminars organized under the 

aegis of different Centres of Excellence. 

Founder’s Birthday Celebration 
On 16th January 2018 members of the 

faculty, staff and all the students of PGDM 

programme gathered in the Hall of 

Inspiration, JSB to pay tribute and to 

celebrate the birth anniversary of the 

reverend founder of Jaipuria Group of 

Educational Institutions, late Dr. Rajaram 

Jaipuria. The event started with all the 

attendees paying floral tribute to the 

visionary founder. Dean Academics, 

Dr. Timira Shukla, shared the inspiring 

story of the founder with the students. The 

students performed a unique group dance 

on the theme “Colours of India” in which 

they portrayed the different parts and 

cultures of the country especially focusing 

on the concept of “Unity in Diversity”. 

Everybody paid homage to the reverend 

founder and vowed to take forward his 

vision and mission.

Republic Day Celebration
Students and the members of the Faculty 

and Staff at Jaipuria School of Business, 

Indirapuram celebrated the 69th Republic 

Day in the campus with a lot of fanfare. The 

Constitution of India was adopted on 26th 

of November in 1949 by the Constituent 

Assembly. However, it came into effect on 

26th of January in 1950. On the same date, 

the Government of India Act (1935) was 

replaced as the governing document of 

India. The Constitution of India came into 

force with a democratic government 

system. On the occasion, Dean Academics, 

Dr. Timira Shukla unfurled the Tricolour 

and through her address, urged the youth 

of India to work towards building New 

India. Akriti Gupta, student of PGDM Ist 

year also delivered a speech highlighting 

the contribution of the martyrs who laid 

their lives to fetch freedom for the Nation. 

All the attendees saluted the National Flag 

and performed the rendition of the 

National Anthem.

Students of JSB felicitated 
by Baggrys

Students of First Year at Jaipuria School of 

Business participated in a Live Project at 

Baggrys India Ltd. for a week. The 

company, in order to acknowledge and 

appreciate the hard work of the students, 

felicitated them on 9th February 2018 and 

gave them certificates of participation. 

Three students namely Shubhi Gaur, Tarni 

and Varnita were presented with “Best Live 

Project” Award at the ceremony held at the 

company’s corporate office. The Project 

title was “Big Days with Baggrys” and the 

students were involved in promoting 

Baggrys Product range; boosting store 

sales; achieving targets; and collecting 

consumer feedback. 

Other 
Events 
2017-18
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Holi Celebration
A small get together and celebration was 

arranged in JSB on the occasion of Holi on 

1st March 2018. The Director, members of 

the faculty, members of the staff, and the 

members of Corporate office all got 

together to celebrate the festival of 

colours in the Activity center. A couple of 

games were organised on the occasion 

and the winners were duly applauded and 

awarded. Everybody was in the festive 

mood and shared greetings and wishes 

with each other. 

Farewell Party 
for the Batch 2016-18

First year PGDM students at Jaipuria 

School of Business organized a farewell 

party “Hasta La Vista” on April 8, 2018 in 

the college auditorium and bid adieu to 

the students of the senior batch with a lot 

of emotions and nostalgia. The function 

began with a welcome speech by Sunaina 

Arora, a student of PGDM first year.  It was 

followed by the address by the Director, Dr. 

SK Mahapatra, who wished good luck to 

the students of the outgoing batch and 

elucidated with some examples how 

difficult it is to say goodbye to the seniors 

who guide and support the new students 

throughout. He also appreciated the 

JSB conferred with the 

“Best Management Institute for 

Placements 2018Award” 
Jaipuria School of Business was recognized 

as the Best Management Institute for 

Placements 2018 by Center for Education 

Growth and Research (CEGR) at the 4th 

Higher Education Summit organized at Le 

Meridien, New Delhi on 18th April, 2018. 

The Award was presented by Sh. Arun 

Kumar, Member of Parliament. Dr. S.K. 

Mahapatra, Director; Prof. Yusuf Mehdi, 

Faculty In Charge, Corporate Relations and 

Ms. Sweety Singh, Head, Corporate 

Relations received the award at the 

ceremony which was attended by more 

than 200 senior academicians, corporate 

leaders and bureaucrats from all over 

India. It was indeed a proud moment for 

the institute.

Dr. SK Mahapatra, Director, 

recognized with 

“Outstanding Academic Leader 

of the Year 2018 Award”
The Director, JSB, Dr. S. K.Mahapatra was 

recognized with an Outstanding Academic 

Leader of the Year 2018 Award for his 

contribution to Education and Skill by the 

Center for Education Growth and Research 

at the 4th  Higher Education Summit 

organised on 18th April 2018 at Le 

Meridien, New Delhi. The Award was 

presented by Dr. Manpreet Singh Manna, 

Director, AICTE.

efforts of the first year students in 

organizing the function. There were a 

number of activities planned for the day 

including dance performances, Ramp walk 

by the seniors and singing. As a surprise 

gift to the seniors, a video was also played 

which was a collection of moments that 

everybody would always cherish. The 

v ideo made the atmosphere ver y 

emotional as everybody got nostalgic 

after watching it. Later, all the senior Batch 

students were given titles by the juniors as 

tokens of love and appreciation. At the 

end, all the students got together to dance 

to the tune of music that displayed perfect 

bonhomie.

Commencement of Foundation 
Classes for the PGDM Batch 2018-20

The Foundation Programme for the new 

PGDM Batch of 2018-20 commenced on 

25th June 2018. The main purpose of 

conducting the foundation programme 

was to assess the competence and 

knowledge of the incoming students and 

also to try to bring all the students at par by 

m a k i n g  t h e  b a s i c  c o n c e p t s  o f 

Management subjects clear. The new 

joinees are from different educational 

backgrounds and it was quite imperative 

to make them aware of the basics of the 

management subjects.

www.jaipuria.edu.in
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ave you ever heard of any animal who did not know 

Hparenting? The word ‘parenting’ originated in mid-

seventies; it means caring and bringing up the child. 

Something so innate has assumed myriad proportions; we talk 

about ‘good parenting’ and ‘bad parenting’. And there are as 

many defenders as detractors. Something so natural and innate 

has become the buzzword as we witness scores of children barely 

in their teens depressed or plain unhappy. Something is definitely 

amiss as the parameters of what constitutes ‘success in life’ have 

undergone a change as our country struggles to maintain its 

character, identity and wisdom. The race to see your child 

‘successful’ has spawned a new industry of counselors and 

consultants. I am yet to fathom the enormity of attending pre-

natal and ante-natal classes which have mushroomed in the 

metropolis. Can parenting be taught? 

It was and is a natural instinct in the animal kingdom barring the 

human kind. I have yet to see a tigress or a hen who does not 

know how to raise the young one. The maternity benefit is old but 

the paternity leave was approved only in the last decade. It is yet 

to be practised in full spirit; this too contributes to the debate of 

what is good parenting. But there is a flip side to this as fathers in 

educated India are more involved and overjoyed in partaking the 

responsibility of rearing the child.

Raising your children to be socially, physically and emotionally 

responsible human beings is indeed an onerous task and needs 

attention of parents, teachers and mentors. It is very important 

for the nurturing parent to realise that each child is unique and 

has innate potential to do well in life. Every child cannot be an 

Einstein or excel only in academics to get into an Ivy League 

institution.  The Indian parents focus on academic excellence is 

unnatural; the unprecedented increase in coaching classes to get 

into coveted IITs or elite institutions of higher learning has 

robbed the children of their precious childhood. The hours spent 

in doing grueling homework, attending tuition or coaching 

classes leaves little time for the child to explore, inquire or just 

relax!. As soon as schools reopen after summer or winter break 

the parents urge (or should I say stress) their young child to study 

hard and do well. 

As if this is not enough the race to enroll your kids in different 

coaching classes for sports or music assumes wondrous 

proportions in the summer break.  Working parents are time-

starved; so they splurge. It is important to remember the child will 

not remember his/her favourite TV series but will always cherish 

the times spent on a beach, hillside or the countryside. No 

equipment or robot can substitute for the comfort of a hug or 

touch or warmth; the emotional connect is fundamental. The art 

of listening, it seems has just disappeared. The sight of harried 

parents busy with their smart devices at home ‘pretending ‘to 

listen when the child is eager to share is missing. This is one issue 

that needs to be addressed as such children ‘do not listen’ when 

they grow up!  The same holds true for teachers as they are an 

embodiment of parent for the young toddler who has taken first 

steps to formal schooling. It is so important to practice what you 

preach.  We all need to listen with our eyes too; and provide 

undivided attention to the children as these positive strokes fire 

their imagination, kindle their curiosity and instill confidence 

which is the basis of learning. ‘Learning’ and ‘education’ are not 

synonyms. Children have such a thirst for knowledge! If you can 

capture their imagination right then, it seems to last forever, but if 

you let that window close, it's lost forever.

‘The child is the father of the man’ said William Wordsworth. The 

prospect of raising a happy, independent and responsible child is 

not so daunting; whether you are a parent, teacher or mentor. You 

are their role models and therefore living up to their expectations 

is more important than you own expectations in terms of 

educational criteria of scoring marks or finding a place in the 

merit list. Some guiding principles:

• What you do matters; be a role model

• Adapt your parenting or mentoring to suit your child

• Communicate frequently

• Practice active listening

• Be patient; they need your time

• Empathize, participate with them in their activities

• Avoid comparisons; they are odious

• Set norms and consequences; be reasonable and fair

• Be cordial and respectful towards your spouse, grand- 

parents, older siblings to teach love and togetherness

• Love them unconditionally, hug them as often as possible

• Dance and sing with them, play with them

• Shower them with praise as and when appropriate to boost 

their confidence

• Keep all gadgets aside for the precious family time as these 

fleeting moments become memories

• Lead by example; build a foundation for the challenges that lie 

ahead

And lastly at every stage the child should be exposed to the 

realities of life, the thorns should not be plucked from the roses.

Prof. (Dr.) Timira Shukla
Dean- Academics

Jaipuria School of BusinessGood Parenting!Good Parenting!Good Parenting!
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he toughest challenge for the parents today is how to raise a 

Tchild to be a happy, healthy, and responsible citizen. Every 
parent wants to make the child happy and comfortable. But 

by providing all the happiness that exists and by giving all the 
comforts to your children are you raising them to be good human 
beings or spoiled brats? This is a very complex question. There 
have been instances where a child who was given all the material 
comforts and happiness was not even happy and became a 
spoiled adult and at the same time, there are instances where a 
child was spoiled when he was brought up in a relatively stricter 
environment. So, how to know what to do…

Parents as Teachers  
Good parenting is all about bringing up the children in such a way 
that they become happy and satisfied adults who are productive 
for the society and for the country at large. It is an approach that 
fosters the values like honesty, integrity, confidence, kindness, 
empathy and self-respect. Children must be provided with an 
environment wherein they can imbibe curiosity to learn, 
motivation to try, and the desire to achieve. An environment 
which gives freedom to the children to experiment also helps 
protect them from developing anxiety and depression. Children 
have their own fears and inhibitions, and as parents, it’s our 
responsibility to support our children and help them overcome 
those fears and anxieties. Scolding and hitting are, by no means, a 
solution. It rather casts a very negative impact on the children. 
Children, who are constantly rebuked and hit, usually become 
spoiled children who are either too timid to face the real world or 
pretend to be too brave and become aggressive. Such children 
turn out to be bullies who look for easier targets to vent their 
frustrations on. 

There is a saying that goes like “Practice what you preach!” The 
saying holds true in case of parenting too. A parent who shouts at 
the child and hits him/her can by no means expect a leniency 
when the child is at the vantage position; the child will certainly 
shout back or perhaps hit back. Kids learn most of the things 

about themselves and about the world around them from what as 
parents you say and do. The most powerful way to teach kids the 
healthy habits is not by giving rewards or punishment, but by 
acting in a positive way and by modeling healthy behaviors. 

If you want that your child should not criticize, then stop 
criticizing him/her all the time. Criticism is good to a certain 
extent but indulging in too much of it will spoil your child. It will 
lead to making your child timid and diffident. The child will have 
no confidence in himself/herself and will be always afraid of 
taking initiatives for the sheer fear of criticism. Even if you are not 
directly criticizing your child and are just being critical of 
unfavorable things that are happening around, the child will get a 
negative learning and chances are, will become a complaining 
adult. Instead of finding faults always with things, better start 
appreciating the good in things and people around you. The 
parents are the role models for any child and thus, it becomes 
imperative for the parents to behave in the way they want their 
child to behave. 

Teachers as Parents  
Parenting is not limited to the biological parents only. Children 
learn from almost all the adults around them but after the real 
parents, if someone influences the children the most that has to 
be a teacher. A stage comes when the teachers become the role 
models for kids. Teachers have the power to encourage the 
children to perform to the full potential and to see the best in 
themselves. A teacher is like a second parent and a guide for the 
students. Teachers help the students to walk on the right path and 
endow them with life skills. The main objective of the teacher is to 
impart knowledge but at the same time, the teacher has the 
power to mould the minds and hearts of the pupils. The most 
impressionable time of a child’s life is spent in schools and 
colleges where it looks at the teacher for inspiration. What a 
teacher does or says directly influences the pupils. Teachers 
follow students through each pivotal stage of development and 
are poised to become the most influential people in a child’s life. 
A stage comes when for a child what the teacher teaches 
becomes a doctrine and what a teacher does – unquestionable. 

The example clearly shows how influential teachers become for 
the kids. So, the teachers must always remember the saying 
“Practice what you preach!” The job of a teacher is even more 
difficult than parents because a teacher is a parent to not one… 
not two…but to the whole class. The behaviour, the attitude, the 
way of talking, the way of walking, everything is observed by the 
pupils and influences them. A teacher, thus, has to be very careful 
about how he/she behaves because bad behaviour will go on 
creating kids with bad behaviour. 

The Art of Parenting – 
Practice what you preach!

Prof. Yusuf Mehdi
Assistant Professor, 

Jaipuria School of Business

www.jaipuria.edu.in



arenting is one of the most researched areas in the field of 

Psocial science and many researchers have written 

uncountable number of books on this topic. Now the 

question is- Does parenting really need so much research or 

people have just wasted their time and energy? Different people 

may come up with different answers according to their level of 

understanding of Human Behaviours. In my opinion, if you 

develop your parenting skills by using your emotions, past life 

experiences and social needs, you will never need to read any 

research conducted by others. You will be able to develop your 

own version of parenting techniques and surely that will be best 

for you and your child.

Although raising a happy, healthy child is one of the most 

challenging jobs a parent can have -- and also one of the most 

rewarding. Yet many of us don't approach parenting with the 

same focus we would use for a job. We may act on our gut 

reactions or just use the same parenting techniques our own 

parents used, whether or not these were effective enough.

Now, let's start from the beginning if you try to define parenting it 

will be like:

"Parenting is the process of promoting and supporting the 

physical, emotional, social, and intellectual development of 

a child from infancy to adulthood. Parenting refers to the 

intricacies of raising a child and not exclusively to the 

biological relationship.” (Wikipedia)

Now that the world and social needs have changed, it is said that 

the change that the world has seen in the last 1000 years has 

changed most in the past 100 years. In this fast changing world, 

we are able to mark even bigger generation gaps ... and so, using 

those same old techniques for parenting can affect many lives 

negatively. In the current scenario, we may witness many parents 

training their children like robots. Basically, they are preparing 

their children to fight anonymous wars... definitely, it will lead to a 

misled paths. Because no robot can make other unique robots 

they only work as the programming commands. Such children are 

never going to add any value to the society; either they will 

become a burden or will drive the society in negative directions. 

Komal Saxena
PGDM Batch 2013-15

Jaipuria School of BusinessParenting

We need humans & not robots. We can produce robots in 

factories but the child is your own self... Even when you will 

become the history, that child will spread your values in this 

society. So, it is very much important to focus on your parenting 

because your parenting skill will reverberate in the society for 

several hundred years.

Researchers have classified the style of parenting in the following 

point:

1.    Authoritative parenting

2.    Authoritarian parenting styles

3.    Permissive parenting

4.    Uninvolved parenting

Every style is self-explanatory with its name and all are good 

depending upon the nature and character of the child and 

parents. But it's very much important for the parents to mix love 

proposals in their parenting styles because the modest mind of 

the child needs it the most. Actually, when any person listens to 

any love proposal, the mind generates some hormones which are 

required in the development of any living thing... and your child 

needs it too. A Hug says you matter to me and a simple hug to 

your child may make big difference.

The gift of a compass to a child, by a thoughtful parent, changed 

the world of physics forever. Be intentional about how you 

support a curious child, because that child has the potential to 

change the world.

Parenting is like pottering. Like a potter, parents have to shape 

their Child because the potter is well aware of the weather and 

social needs so he shapes the pot into the most desirable and 

demandable piece. When parents will be able to think out of the 

box, the child will lead the world.

Current scenario of the world do not demands more successful 

professionals but it requires more people like Gandhi Ji, KalamJi, 

Sir Nelson Mandela, Mother Teresa, VivekanandJi, Sir William 

Wilberforce etc. We don't need rulers we require true leaders and 

change makers. And your parenting skill may gift this world a 

change maker.

22
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When discussing parenting, we can't ignore the role of teachers in 

effective parenting. A child spends half of itsawake time with the 

teachers. So a teacher plays a vital role in effective and successful 

parenting. Where the parents are the potter who shapes the pots, 

the teachers are like a painter who works to fill the colour in a 

plain vessel. The colours make it more attractive and 

demandable.

Parents may notice some suspicious behavioural change in their 

children. The very first step should be taken is to approach the 

conversation with curiosity and without judgment... Because 

children are supposed to make mistake and they will need your 

guidance to stand up and survive in this world.

There are few principles of good parenting:

1. What you do makes a difference. Whether it's your 

own behaviour or the way you treat others, your 

children are learning from what you do. 

2. You cannot be too loving. "It is simply not possible to 

spoil a child with love" 

3. Be involved in your child's life. "Being an involved 

parent takes time and is hard work, and it often means 

rethinking and rearranging your priorities. It frequently 

means sacrificing what you want to do; for what your 

child needs to do. Be there mentally as well as 

physically."

4. Being involved does not mean doing a child's 

homework -- or correcting it. "Homework is a tool 

for teachers to know whether the child is learning or 

not.”If you do the homework, you're not letting the 

teacher know what the child is learning."

www.jaipuria.edu.in

The most importantly, let them be what they want to. Do not put 

force your desire on them. They are special and unique and if they 

get a chance to work according to their specialties and wants, 

definitely they will lead this world in positive directions.

5. Adapt your parenting to fit your child. Keep pace 

with your child's development. Your child is growing 

up. Consider how age is affecting the child's behaviour.

6. Establish and set rules.

7. Foster your child's independence. "Setting limits 

helps your child develop a sense of self-control. 

Encouraging independence helps them to develop a 

sense of self-direction. To be successful in life, they are 

going to need both."

8. Be consistent. "If your rules vary from day to day in an 

unpredictable fashion or if you enforce them only 

intermittently, your child's misbehavior is your fault, 

not his. Your most important disciplinary tool is 

consistency. Identify your non-negotiable. The more 

your authority is based on wisdom and not on power, 

the less your child will challenge it."

9. Avoid harsh discipline. Parents should never hit a 

child, under any circumstances. Children who are 

spanked, hit or slapped are more prone to fighting with 

other children.

10. Explain your rules and decisions.

11. Treat your child with respect. "The best way to get 

respectful treatment from your child is to treat them 

respectfully.



hey fall but don’t know how to rise. They tend to 

Tsuccumb but don’t know how to come out. The brain is 

very brainy but when we think what a brain does to us the 

result is very mind jolting. It never gives any good command to us 

as of whether to study or to go to sleep, remember childhood 

days; the brain will send a strong command to sleep. It takes life 

to muster up the courage to sit and study.  The basic problem with 

children is that it is very difficult for them to control their brains as 

a brain is one organ which never gives a good command. It has to 

be mastered. 

Children tend to listen to their friends more than their parents at 

one point in their life. The friend personifies the vulnerable part of 

their brain which is easy to follow and brain always says that 

“good, go ahead, this is your life, lead it the way you want to lead. 

You are your master”. Parents personify the tough part of the 

brain, where it takes a child’s life to follow parents’ good words. 

Hence a child may fall easily. The parents, after going through 

experiences in life are out of their idiosyncrasies and know where 

the child is going wrong. A child is oblivious of the all the wrong in 

life or it can be said that in spite of knowing everything they are 

controlled by their vulnerable part of the brain. Here comes the 

role of the parents. They should act like binoculars, keeping an 

eye on them from distance and also giving them space and not 

like drones always hovering over them and keeping an eye 

continuously with the grave ‘no’ every time. 

Parents should learn to keep the value of their ‘NO’. Children tend 

to commit wrong but let them learn on their own unless the 

mistake is a gross one or life-threatening.  Saying no every time 

may give a wrong message to the child. 

He will be left indecisive in every matter he will take up, whether it 

is right or wrong. He will wait for his parents’ advice. Gradually he 

will start sulking in getting the advice and succumb to the 

vulnerable part of the brain.  

Parents also grow in their thoughts as the child grows. Parenting 

is a fresher’s job. So committing mistakes is quite inevitable. 

Parents should not sulk or regret, rather as they are also grown up 

as parents should gear up and hold child’s hand firmly.

Here comes the real, bigger and formative role of the parents. 

Hold your child’s hand firmly. Don’t let him sink because even 

after the realization that he is sinking, he doesn’t know the way to 

rise. Hold his hand, embrace him, and help him to rise and walk 

again and this time towards a bright future.

Help them to rise!

Dr Anindita

Associate Professor

Jaipuria School of Business
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Spardha 2018
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he leading B-school in North India, Jaipuria Institute of Management (JIM) 

TIndirapuram, Ghaziabad successfully organized it’s inter-college management fest 

‘SPARDHA-2018’ on 7th April 2018. More than 200 students from 50 colleges in 

Delhi-NCR participated in various intellectually stimulating events like theatre, debate, case 

study, and business quiz. The fest saw the students showing their creative, intellectual 

andartistic skillsduring different communication and performance-basedactivities.

The event started with the lamp lighting ceremony by all the dignitaries. The inaugural 

speech featured the powerful words of Dr. Daviender Narang – Director, Jaipuria 

Institute of Management. He expressed that over the years, the institute has been 

instrumental in enhancing the performing and competitive spirit among the students. The 

first session opened with the most awaited role-playcompetition. Over 100 teams from 

different colleges came up to participate in various managerial activities and games.

In case of the study session, the participants were judged on their presentation, knowledge 

and judgment skills. The debate competition generated fire among the people with their 

spot-on thoughts on topics such as euthanasia, beauty pageants, nuclear power etc. The 

business quiz tested the knowledge of all contestants about their business skills and 

understanding capabilities. The event concluded with fun and exciting sessions of ADMAD 

show and team building activities. All participants thanked JIM students for their wonderful 

efforts.
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Jaipuria Institute of Management, Indirapuram, Ghaziabad has 

organized a Panel Discussion on New Challenging 

Prospects in Indian Banking on 13th April 2018 at campus. In 

this discussion, five industry experts expressed their views on the 

topic. Keynote address was given by Mr. Manabesh Hota, Sr. Vice 

President – National Head – Trade & Supply Chain Finance, 

IndusInd Bank. Mr. Amit Dua, Vice President, Yes Bank, Mr. Rajat 

Thapar, VP- Wealth Management, JM Financials Ltd., Mr. Amit 

Taank, Asst. Vice President, Axis Bank, Mr. Harvinder Singh, Head- 

Internal controls Retail & Wealth Operations India, Standard 

Chartered Bank were esteemed guests in the panel to discuss on 

the topic.

The panel discussion focused on the challenges and prospects 

Indian banking. Seven groups of MBA first year students 

participated in the panel discussion on various dimensions of Banking Industry like Corruption & Fraud Prevention, Risk Management 

in Banks, Digital Banking, Consolidation of Nationalized Banks, Strategies for Revamping and Mounting NPAs in Banking Sector, 

Impact of Demonetization on Banks Performance in India and Roles & Challenges for Indian Banks. The Indian banking structure 

witness major reforms and with unprecedented incident like demonetization the Indian banks are facing with innovative service and 

products which are acting as a catalyst for the development of Indian economy. The discussion went around paints on risk 

management in banks, how the banks transforming from traditional system to modern banking. The experts viewed NPA, not as 

mounting but as late recognition and also advices to be positive about NPA’s. The new aspects of banking were discussed and in the 

current scenario it is the most lucrative industry for new aspirants. 

The students focused on the economic aspects of digitalization, demonetization and risk management by the banks. Prof. (Dr) 

Daviender Narang, Director, Jaipuria Institute of Management, Indirapuram, Ghaziabad also expressed his views on banking reforms 

and how banking sector has evolved after liberalization of the economy. He motivated the students to seek job in the banking sector 

as there is a lot of career growth and prospects in the banking industry. The whole session was a discussion on the aspects of banking 

system, consolidation of banks, demonetization and other challenges faced by banking industry. The major outcome of the 

discussion was the insight which the participants got on the changing banking scenario and the future prospects. At the end of the 

discussion prize and certificates were distributed to winners and participants.

Panel Discussion on 
New Challenging Prospects in Indian Banking
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a i p u r i a  I n s t i t u t e  o f  M a n a g e m e n t , 

JIndirapuram, Ghaziabad was highly obliged 

to have had Abhishek Biswas for a guest 

Lecture in the Institute on 15th February, 2018 on 

the topic “Don’t Be the Best Be the First”. 

A b h i s h e k  t r u l y  h a s  i n s p i re d  b u d d i n g 

entrepreneurs through his grit & determination. 

He is a successful entrepreneur & a change maker. 

Each aspect of his daily life is driven by sincerity 

and determination. His career is spotless. Not only 

he is an excellent philanthropist but also a leader 

to his peers because of his high moral standards. 

He interacted with the MBA students and told his 

complete concept  about  h is  not ion to 

revolutionize the world food industry, he has 

launched the World’s first Vegetarian food 

certification program “Sattvik India Council. 

Don't Be the Best 
Be the First 

aipuria Institute of Management, Indirapuram, 

JGhaziabad organized 3 days’ Workshop on FINANCIAL 

STATEMENT ANALYSIS AND DECISION MAKING for MBA 

I Year students from 16th -18th April, 2018.The objective of 

this workshop was to train MBA II Semester students for 

their Summer Internship Program (SIP) as well as to ready for 

their final placements. The workshop was conducted by 

renowned professor Mr. Vivek Bhatia. This workshop 

covered theoretical knowledge and skills required by the 

industry. It is beneficial for the students to take up jobs in 

finance sectors especially in consulting, corporate finance, 

banking and advisory in capital markets.

The total workshop was divided into six sessions of three 

hours each. The first day all the important aspect of Financial 

Statement Analysis through lecture mode have been 

discussed. Case/Assignments and project work were given 

at the end of the day. Students worked on the same for 

participation on the next day. Second day students applied 

the theoretical knowledge on real financial data to get the 

desired output. Third day the students made presentation 

on industry and their companies.

Financial Statement 
Analysis and Decision 
MakingWorkshop on 

Guest Lecture

The whole idea revolves around the adulterated food that each individual is consuming and the way the society has moved toward a 

worse lifestyle. Through Sattvik Certified trainers a new lifestyle and era would come that will deal into unadulterated, pure food. He 

also talked about the upcoming trends in the market and the job opportunities to come. He guided the students well to choose a 

career path for them.
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a i p u r i a  I n s t i t u te  o f  M a n a g e m e n t , 

JIndirapuram, Ghaziabad in association with 

Amar Ujala& Gillette Guard organized a 

special Career Development & Personality 

Grooming Event, named 'Safalta Apni Muthi 

Mein' for the MBA students on 20th Jan, 2018.In 

this event, students gained knowledge on 'How 

to develop a smart & confident personality' 

through a series of activities. Also, a Preliminary 

Job Test was conducted.

 
Safalta Apni 
Muthi Mein

Open House Discussion 

Workshop on 

with Mr. Vinod Malhotra

aipuria Institute of Management, Indirapuram, 

JGhaziabad organized an open house discussion 

with Mr. Vinod Malhotra to review his book written 

on Managing Life with Bhagwad Gita on 17th Nov, 2017.

He spoke of some of the important management 

principles enshrined in Gita that have direct relevance 

to every one’s life.
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aipuria Institute of Management, Indirapuram, 

JGhaziabad organized Industrial Visit for MBA 

students to Parle G manufacturing plant at 

Bahaduragarh on 17th Feb, 2018. Parle G is an 

Indian private limited company. It owns the famous 

biscuit brand Parle G. The HR executive of the 

company explained the working of the unit and 

gave an insightful presentation related to the 

working of the production unit. She also described 

the functions, benefits of the product and its 

presence worldwide. They also explained the 

automation of the plant which follows the highest 

hygiene standards. 

aipuria Institute of Management (JIM), Ghaziabad – the flagship institute of The Jaipuria Group of Educational Institutions has always 

Jconsidered the vision of helping others an important aspect its foundation. Thus, continuing its commitment of contributing to the 

society, the management institute organized a specialized medical camp for villagers at Kannavani village, Ghaziabad, Uttar Pradesh 

on 1st April, 2018 in association with Sri Sathya Sai Seva Organization. The objective of the camp was to provide proper health check-up 

to the villagers. The camp was organized with support from a team of doctors from reputed hospital. A number of MBA students and the 

institute staff were present to assist the doctors and help the villagers in each way possible. The institute also provided free medicines 

and medical facilities to the villagers. The students volunteered in conducting various activities during the camp like patient's 

registrations, medical examinations, and medicine distribution.

Industrial Visit to Parle-G

Serve the 
Society

Medical Camp

Visits
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onvocation of the holistic course 

Clife is a game- play it was organized 

by Shri Satya Sai Seva Organization 

at Lodhi road on 14th April, 2018. MBA 

students and the faculty of Jaipuria 

Institute of Management, Indirapuram, 

Ghaziabad attended the event. Various 

modules were discussed which were put 

up in front of students earlier during their 

ongoing session. An enlightening talk was 

given by All India President of the 

organization influencing the students 

guiding them the way to achieve success 

together with the development of 

spiritual skills. Students were also 

felicitated with certificates of completion 

of the course of 'Life is a game-Play it'.

Convocation of 
the Course Life Is A Game - Play It

Game Event

a i p u r i a  I n s t i t u te  o f 

JManagement organized 

Book Fair for students on 

19th January, 2018 at its 

campus.  Book Fair reminds 

the students that there is so 

much more to learn, so much 

more to see and so much 

more to read. the whole fun of 

being surrounded by books 

goes up manifolds. From 

Marketing, HR, Management 

to IT the book fair is the home 

of all genres. 

No Friend 
as Loyal 
as a Book

Book Fair



aipuria Institute of 

JManagement, 

Indirapuram, Ghaziabad 

organized Miss North India 

Contest in association with 

Amar Ujala and Dabur Amla 

on 29th Jan, 2018 for MBA 

students. The contest entry 

was through a ramp-walk 

audition in the college. MBA 

students actively participated 

in Dabur Amla Selfie Contest. 

The Contestants posed like 

Kareena Kapoor holding their 

hair to show Mazbooti Me Hi 

Hai Asli Khoobsoorti (Mazboot 

Baal MazbootIraade).

Miss North
India Contest

Book Review
aipur ia Inst i tute of  Management , 

JIndirapuram, Ghaziabad organized a Book 

Review Competition on 25th April, 2018. 

MBA students provided excellent views about 

the book that was given to them to evaluate all 

through the semester. Students presented 

their views on the following books: 

1.  Ms. Ishanka Dimri- Chankya's 7 Secret of 

Leadership- Sivanandhar-Radhakrishnan 

2.  Mr. Sagar Arora- See you at the top- Zig 

Ziglar 

3.  Ms. Shifali Gupta- The Art of Public 

Speaking- Dale Carnegie 

4.  Mr. Divyanshu Sharma- Your Best Year 

Ever- Michael. S. Hyatt 

5.  Ms. Mansi Gupta- The Power of Positive 

Thinking- Norman Vincent Peale 

6.  Ms. Shipra- You can win-Shiv Khera

Competition

Contest

32
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aipuria Institute of Management, Indirapuram, 

JGhaziabad organized a special initiative for 

women on two-wheeler safety in association 

with Amar Ujala and Honda on 29th Jan, 2018. The 

MBA students got an opportunity to learn riding 

the scooter as well as get safety tips for the same by 

Team Honda. The short-listed girls from the college 

round will get an invitation to take part in the next 

phase of the activity. 

ohri was celebrated at Jaipuria 

LInst i tute  of  Management , 

Indirapuram, Ghaziabad, with 

gaiety and fervor on 13th Jan, 2018. A 

huge bonfire was lit and everyone 

offered peanuts and sweets to the fire. 

The festival embodied a spirit of 

brotherhood, unity, gratitude and 

merrymaking generating a lot of 

happiness and cheer. 

Two-Wheeler 
Safety Awareness 
Program

Lohri 
Celebration

Initiative

Celebration
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he importance of sports and 

Tfitness in one’s life is invaluable. 

Playing sports inculcates team 

spirit, develops strategic & analytical 

thinking, leadership skills, goal setting 

and risk taking. A fit and healthy 

individual leads to an equally healthy 

society and strong nation. We need to 

inculcate a strong spirit of participation 

in sports that enables players to 

demonstrate their true potential. To 

accomplish the above objectives, Khelo 

India programme by Government of 

India has been introduced to revive the 

sports culture in India at the grass-root 

level. Keeping in mind the above 

objective and considering the need of 

sports for youth, Jaipuria Institute of 

Management, Indirapuram, Ghaziabad 

organized 2 days Annual Sports Day on 

9-10 February, 2018 at campus. During 

2 days of Annual Sports Day more than 

300 MBA students (Boys and Girls) 

participated in games like Cricket, 

Chess, Carrom, Volleyball, Kabaddi, Tug 

of War, 100-meter Race, Badminton and 

Table Tennis. 

Annual 
Sports Day
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aipuria Institute of Management, Indirapuram, 

JGhaziabad celebrated 4th International Day of 

Yoga on 21st June, 2018 by organizing a special 

yoga session in which MBA students and faculty 

members performed various 'asanas' in association 

with Sri Sathya Sai Seva Organisation Delhi NCR. 

The main aim was to raise awareness and ignite a 

passion for fitness and yoga among the students. 

This idea was proposed by our Prime Minister, Mr. 

Narendra Modi. He said, “Yoga is an invaluable gift 

of India’s ancient tradition. It embodies unity of 

mind and body; thought and action; restraint and 

fulfillment; harmony between man and nature; a 

holistic approach to health and well-being. It is not 

about exercise but to discover the sense of oneness 

with yourself, the world and the nature. By changing 

our lifestyle and creating consciousness, it can help 

in well-being.”MBA Students and faculty & Staff 

members were taught various asanas such as 

Bhujangasana, Ardhachakrasana, Bhadrasana, 

Vajrasana, KapalBhati, Bhramari, AnulomVilom, 

ShitaliPranayam, etc.Prof. (Dr) Daviender Narang, 

Director, Jaipuria Institute of Management, 

Indirapuram, Ghaziabad said "Yoga is essential for 

inner and physical growth. It enhances the mental 

and physical well-being." He also motivated MBA 

students to make Yoga an important part of their 

daily routine to stay fit and healthy.

aipuria Institute of Management, Indirapuram, Ghaziabad has organized ADIOS AMIGOS 2018: The Farewell Party for MBA 

JBatch 2016-18 on 7th May, 2018.On this occasion MBA I Year students presented various dancing, singing and other talents on 

the stage for their seniors. The party was full of fun games. The students decked up for the evening had a gala time on the dance 

floor dancing to the latest Bollywood hit numbers. This was followed by dance on floor and lots of memorable photographs. The First 

Year and II Year students also presented their feelings in the form of videos.

Farewell Party

Yoga Day Celebration
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Faculty Achievements & Accomplishments

• Ms. Abhilasha Upadhaya attended 2 Days workshop on 

“How to create Quality Research Proposal” at Graphic Era 

University in collaboration with IIM, Ahemdabad from 28 and 

29 April 2018.

• Ms Avneet Kaur presented research paper on “A study of role 

and challenges faced by HR in startups” at International 

Conference on 07’April, 2018 at Institute of Technology and 

Science Mohan Nagar, Ghaziabad.

• Paper published in International Journal of Emerging 

Research & development (IJERnD)- vol 1 – issue 1, April 2018 

on “Study of role & challenges faced by HR in startups” written 

by Ms. Avneet Kaur.

• Dr Ajay Tripathi Successfully Completed “Reproducible 

Research” an online Noncredit course authorized by Johns 

Hopkins University.

• Dr Ashwani Varshney empaneled as a Resource Person for 

conducting Investors Awareness Programmes (IAPs) through 

ICAI under the aegis of Investor Education and Protection 

Fund (IEPF) of the Ministry of Corporate Affairs (MCA) and has 

been allotted Resource Person Empanelment No. 

CCMIP/RP/18-19/CA/022.

• Dr Nidhi Mathur submitted case study entitled "Sahaj Crafts: 

The Challenge of Alleviating Poverty in western Rajasthan” to 

Emerald Emerging Markets Case Studies in the month of May 

2018.

• Prof. (Dr) Daviender Narang, Director Jaipuria Institute of 

Management, Indirapuram, Ghaziabad along with faculty 

members attended a 3-day National conference on Universal 

Human Values& Professional Ethics organized by AKTU 

Lucknow on 6-8 July, 2018. More than 300faculties from all 

over the country participated in the national conference and 

represented their efforts in the direction. The Director and Dr 

Monika Attri, Dean Academics of Jaipuria Institute of 

Management, Indirapuram, Ghaziabad expressed their vision 

and views on the establishment of Value education cell at the 

institute and their commitment towards the efforts of the 

University for Universal Human Values and professional ethics 

in the Panel Discussion. The panelist gave their perspective on 

current education system and proposed reforms for an 

outcome-based education system where focus is on creating 

good human beings and it will be a great contribution to the 

society.

The three-day national conference was based on the need for 

human values and professional ethics for students and how 

institutions can develop a holistic system to inculcate these 

values.  The institute gave their perspective on the 

implementation of value-based education system. The 

conference concluded with some recommendations from three 

days of discussion to the university and MHRD.
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hatever the age one chooses to become a parent, the 

Wfact remains that raising a child can never be taught. It 

is a process that one learns along the way, and the path 

is fraught with pain and joy in equal measure. One needs 

patience, perseverance and stoic acceptance.

As per Diana Baumrind, a clinical and developmental 

psychologist at the University of California, Berkeley, studies have 

found that the optimal parent is one who is involved and 

responsive, who sets high expectations but respects his/her 

child’s autonomy. These authoritative parents raise their children 

in a way that they  better perform academically, psychologically 

and socially than children whose parents are either permissive or 

less involved, or controlling and more involved. Why is this 

particular parenting style so successful, and what does it tell us 

about over parenting?

Staying back and allowing children to make mistakes is one of the 

greatest challenges of parenting.

Once your child is capable of doing something, congratulate 

him/her and move on. Continued, unnecessary intervention 

makes your child feel bad about himself (if he’s young) or angry at 

you (if he’s a teenager).

But isn’t it a parent’s job to help with those things that are just 

beyond your child’s reach? 

Think back to when your toddler learned to walk. She would take 

a weaving step or two, collapse and immediately look to you for 

your reaction. You would do everything possible to encourage 

her to get up again. You certainly didn’t reprimand her for failing 

when you were present, alert and available to guide if necessary. 

Also you didn’t pick her up every time.

Over parenting can be toxic as indirectly it aimed at meeting the 

parents’ need for status or affirmation and not the child’s needs.

Parents must acknowledge their own anxiety. Your job is to know 

your child well enough to make a good call about whether he can 

manage a particular situation. Will you stay up worrying? 

Probably, but the child’s job is to grow, yours is to control your 

anxiety so it doesn’t get in the way of his reasonable moves 

toward autonomy.

The small challenges that start in infancy are the failures that your 

child can live with and grow from. To deprive them of those 

challenges is to deprive them of the tools they will need to handle 

the inevitable, difficult, challenging and sometimes devastating 

demands of life.

Parents also have to be clear about their own values. Children 

watch us closely. If you want your children to be able to stand up 

for their values, you have to do the same. If you believe that a 

summer should be spent reading, taking morning walks and 

playing then stick to it and follow it. Parents also have to make 

sure their own lives are fulfilling. There is no parent more 

vulnerable to the excesses of over parenting than an unhappy 

parent. One of the most important things we do for our children is 

to present them with a version of adult life that is appealing and 

worth striving for.

Hence to summarize, to me parenting means being there for your 

child. Do what it takes to ensure that your child gets the best out 

of life; understand that each child is different and celebrate that 

difference; never compare the child with siblings, cousins or 

friends; recognize their interests that may not always be in sync 

with yours; foster their individuality; nurture their talent; tell them 

it's okay to make mistakes; teach them to learn from their 

mistakes; love, adore, hug and kiss them; cook for them and clean 

after them; teach them the simple pleasures of life — such as 

going out for a walk to the beach, chatting with grandparents, 

sharing their thoughts , enjoying a home-made meal with 

everyone; and, above all, don't pretend to be their friend — they 

already have them — just be a good parent without trying too 

hard.

Dr. Neelu Tiwari
Professor

Jaipuria Institute of Management

Indirapuram, Ghaziabad

Good Parenting



So,	keep	nurturing,	loving	,	learning	&caring	for	your	child!!

Happy	Parenting	!!

“The	best	way	to	make	children	good	is	to	make	them	happy.”	–Oscar	Wilde

(Help	your	child	grow	up	to	be	a	Healthy	and	Happy	Adult)

arenting, a simple 9 letter word unfolds the entire life of a 

Pcouple. It’s like a roller-coaster ride. We have happy 

moments, anxious moments, the memorable times and 

times we just want to forget. Whatever might be the experiences, 

our responsibilities as good parents do not change. No parent is 

perfect in carrying out the responsibilities, but all of us strive to be 

good.

Parenting involves a certain amount of discretion. There is no 

standard rule for all children. Different children may need 

different levels of attention, expressions of love and toughness. 

Suppose I am standing in a coconut garden and you ask me,” how 

much water does a plant need? I would say, “At least 50 liters per 

plant.” When you go home, if you give 50 liters to your rose plant, 

it will die. Parenting involves the same understanding of 

discretion. There is no one standard rule for all children.  

Therefore it is important to understand what kind of plant we 

have in our home and what it needs. 

A is an important part of Parenting of loving and caring for our 

child. Good parenting is about providing a warm , secure home 

life, helping your child to learn the rules of life ( like how to share, 

respecting elders etc) and to develop good self esteem. At times 

we have to stop them from doing things which they should not be 

doing, but it it just as important to allow them to make mistakes 

and learn from them.

Good parenting helps foster empathy, honesty, self reliance, self 

control, kindness, cooperation and cheerfulness. It always 

promotes intellectual curiosity, motivation and encourages a 

desire to achieve something in life. With the help of good 

parenting, we can also protect the  child from developing any 

kind of anxiety, depression or eating disorders.

A few reminders to ourselves to make our child a happy and 

healthy child.

Ÿ Love unconditionally(Hugging and kissing our children, 

shows them that we love them beyond boundaries)

Ÿ Appreciate generously(Praising our children to make them 

feel proud of their achievements)

Ÿ Avoid comparisons(Don’t discourage by comparing , we  

reduce the worth of our child- always remember every child is 

SPECIAL)

Ÿ Listen to understand(we are living in a gadget world, make 

sure we  talk to our child everyday)

Ÿ Set rules and consequences(our rules and consequences 

should be reasonable, fair and justified)

Ÿ Share their special moments( whether it’s a small dance 

performance or Big day ( your child’s graduation ceremony)  

make sure we  are there to make them happy)

Ÿ Strive to be a role model(we are their first SUPER HEROES,we 

should showcase love, respect and care for them to learn )

Ÿ Reflect on your own childhood(we all have that child within us. 

Make sure it doesn’t die in us  and our child.)

Ÿ Teach socializing(encourage our child to interact with others)

Ÿ Help the child to be independent(don’t cast your children in a 

pre defined template, let them learn to take their own 

decisions.)

 To conclude, parenting is not an easy task, it is journey that 

evolves every day !! To help a   child grow into a good human 

being requires the joint efforts of both parents. Ofcourse, the 

outside world too plays an important role in developing a child 

but the child is best nurtured at home 

Ms. Avneet Kaur
Assistant Professor

Jaipuria Institute of Management

Indirapuram, Ghaziabad

The Art & Science of 
Good Parenting
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Tour de Force
Spectacular Achievements

• Malay Kedia of class VII & Trijal Singh of class III are National 
Toppers of NSTSE Level II.

• 9 students participated in Korea Quiz Competition at Korean 
Culture Centre India, Embassy of Republic of Korea on 20.4.18

• Utkarsh Sharma & Swastik Pandit of X E qualified for National 
round of BEHES held at Indirapuram Public School on 27 & 
28April’18. They got Gold & Bronze Medal in Individual Speakers 
Debate List.

• Tanisha Behel student of class VIII is selected for a TV Show Love 
me India. She will be going to Mumbai for the shooting in July’18. 
She is also taking professional training from T Series Academy.

• 4 students of our school are Peer Trainers for ATL. On 5 June’18, 6 
students of ATL went to DIOS office to represent their project work.   

• German Youth Camp –Srilanka : Vrinda Ahuja, Reet Ahuja, 
Bhargavi Sharma, Toppers of FIT 1 attended the youth camp held 
in Srilanka in the month of June’18. The said camp was attended by 
the students of India, Pakistan, Bangladesh and Srilanka. 

• Samridhi  Srivastava of class IX got 3rd prize in Online Quiz in 
German UMDENKEN Exam held on15April’18.

Game

• Naman Ahlawat of class VIII participated in 63 National School 
Games Basketball 2017 held in Chattisgarh.  He secured 3rd place 
in Nationals & is shortlisted among Top 40 students for ISF camp.

• Rishabh Rajput of class XI was selected for Nationals on the basis of 
trial for 63 SGFI Badminton National Championship.

• Ansh Dhawan of class VIII & Sankalp Srivastava of class Prep won 
Gold Medal, Shivalik Tyagi of Class VI & Snehil Srivastava of class 
IV won Silver Medal in 18 National Roller Skating Championship 
2017.

• Girls Team secured Ist position in 8th National Rock ball 
Championship 2017  & have been selected for Asian 
Championship. 

• Students won 8 Gold, 2 Silver & 6 Bronze Medalsin 6th Delhi NCR 
Grand Pix Karate Tournament 2017 held on 9 & 10 Nov’17 at Vidya 
Bal Bhawan.

• Manan Mahajan got Gold Medal & secured Ist position in Soto Kai 
Karate Championship held on 24 &25 Nov’17 at Modinagar. 

• Students won 6 Gold, 7 Silver & 5 Bronze Medals in XVII All India 
Karate Championship organized by Traditional Shotokan Karate 
Sanghon on 6 & 7 January’18.

• Students secured overall II position in Interschool Table Tennis 
Tournament organized by Khaitan Public School from 27 to 29 
Nov.’17.

• School was adjudged the Top School of India – Ranking 2017 by 
Digital Learning. The award was presented at ELETS 6th school 
Leadership Summit New Delhi.

• Principal cum director, Ms. Manju Rana was awarded The Best 
Principal Award by Help age & Guild of Service for her consistent, 
valuable contribution towards the disadvantaged elderly, for the 
past 7 years.

• Ms. Manju Rana, Principal cum Director is the recipient of Lord 
Baden Powell National Award -2018 for Academic Leadership in 
the field of Education. She was felicitated by Honorable Minister of 
State for Health and Family Welfare, Mr. Ashwini Kumar Choubey.

• The Best School Values Award was given to the school for 
Excellence in Social / Public Service in Institutional Award 
Category on the basis of excellent performance, splendid 
achievement & outstanding contribution towards the Upliftment 
& Development of Human Values & Social Welfare of Society in 
India by Global Leader’s foundation.

• Ms. Madhavi Goswami has been appointed as National ENO 
Coordinator for India2018-20.

• Mr. Prashant Sharma PET cleared Referees Promotion Test with 
highest marks in whole State. He has now become the National 
Referee of Basketball Federation of India.

• Mr. Prashant Sharmawas appointed Basketball Coach of CBSE 
Team in 63rd National School Basketball Championship 2017-18 
and his team secured IIIrd position at National level.

• The school organized Elite Basketball Coaching Camp conducted 
by NCA coaches from USA Mr. Alexander Starling & Mr. Steve L 
Briggs and Indian coaches Mr. Vinod S. Nair, Mr. S. Padmnabhan, 
Mr. Rajeshvar Rao and Mr. Vinod Sharma.

Academics & Co curricular

• 50 Students cleared IIT JEE Mains 2018, 14 students secured good 
All India Rank and are now studying in Kharagpur & Mumbai IIT’s.

• Nilay Majowar, Pulkit Jain, Kshitij Anand, Nishant Mittal, &Ishan 
Gupta have cleared Final Stage of KVPY-2018.

• 14 Students Cleared NEET Exam-2018. 

• 4 students qualified the 1st Round and were awarded Certificate 
of Appreciation for their project in CBSE Science Exhibition held at 
‘Gurukul The School’ from 27 to 29 December 2017.

• Tanisha Bansal & Abhinav Gupta of class X have cleared NTSE 
level -1

• Niharika of class VII, Bhairvi Arora, Shivangi Gaur, Radhika 
Bhardwaj & Ansh Manchanda of class VIII were the Star 
Performers in Tata Building India School Essay Competition 2017-
18. 
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“If you want to leave 

footprints in the 

sands of time, don’t 

drag your feet. Walk 

with determination 

and confidence. The 

footprints will 

automatically 

form.”

Benedictions Abound

eeping the spirits high of the meritorious Jaipurians, a special Award 

KCeremony ‘Hall of Fame’ was organized on July 18, 2018 to felicitate and 

acknowledge the students from Class III-IX for achieving exemplary feats in 

academics, consecutively for three years. 

On July 24, 2018 the event witnessed the conferring of awards on around 300 

meritorious young Jaipurians from class Nursery to XII, who secured first position in 

their class. The students were also felicitated for ‘Perfect Attendance’ throughout the 

year and being torchbearers of values, discipline and regularity. 

The event was graced by the Honourable Chief Guest Shri Shishir Jaipuria, Chairman, 

Seth Anandram Jaipuria Education Society. The ceremony was also attended by the 

esteemed Vice Chairperson of Jaipuria School, Smt. Sunita Jaipuria, Principal cum 

Director Mrs. Manju Rana, Mr. Vinod Malhotra and Mr. Partho Kar, Advisors, Jaipuria 

Group of Institutions. Also present on the occasion were Vice Principal, Ms. Sarojini 

Sinha and the Head Mistress, Ms. Indu Kohli.  as well as, the Members of the School 

Working Committee.  

The event commenced with the lighting of the ceremonial lamp by the Chief Guest 

and other by a ‘Saraswati Vandana’ and was followed by an inspirational song, 

exemplifying the spirit of achievement. Principal cum Director, Ms. Manju Rana 

welcomed the august gathering and commended the students for their meritorious 

achievement. She encouraged the students to work consistently, diligently to 

achieve their goals. The venerated Chief Guest, Shri Shishir Jaipuria, in his address 

congratulated the students for continuously doing well in academics.  He applauded 

the sincere efforts of the 19 students from classes III-IX & presented Certificate of 

Appreciation, trophies and books to them for holding the first rank in their class 

consecutively for last three years.

The event culminated with the speeches of students, full of gratitude to the school, 

for giving them a conducive environment to give wings to their dreams. All the 

achievers were wished good luck and success for their future endeavors.

AWARD 
CEREMONY

« «
« «

««

AWARD CEREMONY

www.jaipuria.edu.in
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T
ime to Graduate is the time to celebrate. It’s time when the wonderful 
journey of the LittleOnes From kindergarten to primary school is 
crowned, armoured with potential, dazzling with promise and shining 

with hope. The mega event of Class Prep GRADUATION CEREMONY was 
celebrated on 19 & 20 March, 2018. The occasion was graced by the presence 
of the chief guest, Ms. Sneha Rathore, Vice President, New Initiatives- Sanfort 
Group of Schools on day 1. Mr. Shubhendra Rao, a great music composer 
and the architect of ‘Music 4 All’ honoured the young Lilliputians on day II. 

The ceremony was marked with a power packed-performance by the kids. 
The little Jaipurian’s welcomed their parents with a melodious musical rendition followed by a ‘Stuti’ and a display of zestful dances. The tiny 
tots of Class Prep walked gracefully, as they adorned their graduation robes demonstrating supreme confidence. 

The citations read out for every child described them appropriately. It was a memorable day for the little ones as they joyously received the 
honours from the Chief Guest. It was an exciting day where aspirations for the future unfurled with vibrant smiles eagerly waiting for the new 
day. Proud parents lovingly applauded the graduates making it a day memorable for all. The event concluded with a smile of contentment on 
every face. We wish our dear one’s success as they take a step ahead towards a new phase of learning.

Growing up has just begun

Donning The Mantle of Responsibility

T
he Chief Guest for the occasion was Dr. Deveinder Narang, Director 
Jaipuria Institute of Management. Also present on the occasion was 
Mr. Prem Das Maheshwari, Charter President of Rotary Club of  Delhi 

Legacy. The Principal cum Director, Ms. Manju Rana along with the guests 
pinned the badges and felicitated the council members. Each member had 
the proud privilege of the School sash and badge and not one missed the 
countless and substantial meaning that both carried. It was a moment of 
pride and of modesty, of authority with accountability and above all service. 
It was a special occasion where school entrusted the upcoming leaders with 
responsibilities to inculcate the qualities of leadership, discipline and 
service. During the ceremony the leaders of the prefectural board and the 
students' council pledged to uphold the name of the institution and walk towards the vision of school. 

The older council by tradition, relinquished responsibility to the new council in grace and by example. They received the responsibility, 
with a pledge to preserve the pride of School. The new council undertook the swearing-in ceremony with a great pride. This was the most 
awaited event for the students. The Head Boy, Mithil Aggarwal and Head Girl Tanishka Rastogi, in their speeches, promised a definite 
change for a better tomorrow. The House in charges of the four houses, through the words of motivation enthused the new council 
members with the spirit of healthy competition and dedication. 'Their responsibilities are towards the maintenance of utmost discipline 
in the school and to endorse their pursuit of excellence' iterated Ms. Manju Rana, the Principal cum Director of the school. The investiture 
ceremony concluded with a vote of thanks extended by the Vice Principal Mrs. Sarojini Sinha. The newly elected members planted trees 
on the campus.  The event ended on a note of positivity and willingness, with the prefects promising to do their best in whichever way 
they can.

INVESTITURE CEREMONY

GRADUATION CEREMONY
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he zest, zeal and the tenacity of the young sportsmen of Seth 

TAnandram Jaipuria School, Vasundhara, were tested in the two-
day Sporting Extravaganza organized in the school premises 

on the 23rd and 24th February, 2018. The impeccably decorated and 
flamboyant premises of the school were witness to the go-getting 
attitude of the enthusiastic participants who were cheered by the 
proud parents who thronged in large numbers.  The first day of the 
event was graced by the well renowned Former Indian National 
Volleyball Team Captain and Coach Mr. Abhijit Bhattacharya. He is 
presently the BA, FIVB-Level I Coach who has also been a selector of 
Khelo India and Volleyball National Team. 

The Chief Guest on 24 February, 2018 was Mr. Manjeet Chillar, who is 
n i c k n a m e d  O n e  M a n  A r m y  a n d  M i g h t y  M a n j e e t .  
Mr. Manjeet Chillar had been conferred with Arjuna Award for his 
contribution to the field of Kabbadi which an indigenous sport is. He 
was the captain of Bangaluru Bulls in Pro Kabaddi League season 1 
and season 2 and captain of Puneri Paltan in season 3 and season 4. He 
became captain of Jaipur Pink Panthers in season 5 of Pro Kabaddi 
League. He has several such feathers in his cap. In her inaugural 
speech, the Principal cum Director, Ms. Manju Rana said that 
schools provide a platform to inculcate true sportsmanship and play a 
vital role in providing holistic development through promotion of 
sports. She reminded the students that participation in sports was 
important, as sports act as stress busters and also help in improving 
concentration and focus. Her love for sports was reflected in her 
speech which motivated the students to display true sportsmanship, 
play as a team and leave no stones unturned. 

Mr. Abhijit Bhattacharya lauded the students for their 
enthusiasm and urged them never to shun sports throughout 
their lives. The first day of sporting events witnessed zealous 
participation from the students of classes Nursery to class II, 
who left no stones unturned to win prizes at events such as 
Choose you Leader, Pool the Car, Know your Currency, Our 
Helpers, Red Riding Hood, Walking with a Lemon, Tickle your 
Brain, Splash with Colours, Power Play, Fitness treat, Spinning 
the Ball and Web Peace. The colourful and vibrant display by the 
students of class I and II mesmerized the audience and left them 
spell bound. The young students were very excited to receive 
their awards at the culminating Prize Distribution Ceremony at 
the end of the day. 

The second day began with the address by the Chairman of the 
school, Mr. Shishir Jaipuria who exhorted the students to lead an 
active lifestyle by taking to sports and creating a niche in the 
national sporting arena. Mr. Manjeet Chillar, in his speech 
congratulated every participant and emphasized the importance 
of participating in sports irrespective of whether one is able to 
win or not. The student of class III to X surprised one and all with 
their nimbleness and the gusto with which they participated in 
events such as Spinning the Ball, Synergy, Agile Acrobatics, 
Balancing Act, Braving the Odds, Hop, Skip and Jump, Human 
Symphony, Sporty Sports, The Air Benders and ‘Rang Manch’. The 
array of vibrant colours and the coordination of the display put 
up by the students of class III and IV enthralled the parents, who 
were extremely impressed by the performances.

www.jaipuria.edu.in



haziabad celebrated one of its kinds, a two-day ‘Kachra 

GSamadhan Mahotsav’ (Garbage Festival) on 22 and 23 

April 18 at Ramleela Ground, Kavi Nagar Ghaziabad. This 

was a joint effort of the residents, the district administration, the 

municipal corporation, the Ghaziabad Development Authority 

(GDA) and schools to spread awareness on waste management. 

Seth Anandram Jaipuria School Co-Partnered and participated in 

this mega festival as one of the core committee members.

The festival kicked off with much fanfare, with a marathon run of 5 

km on Hindon Elevated Road in which around 6,000 school 

children and 2,000 people participated.  Ghaziabad MP & Union 

Minister, Gen. VK Singh (retd) graced the occasion as the chief 

guest. Apart from the DM, SSP Ghaziabad, Vaibhav Krishna, ADMs 

Sunil Singh & Gyanendra Singh, CDO Ramesh Ranjan, Municipal 

Commissioner, CP Singh and MLA Manju Siwach and other district 

officials were present on the occasion.

The event showcased creative ways to manage 1,200 tonnes of 

garbage that the city generates every month. The festival included 

activities like marathons, art competitions, demonstrations by 

active residents artists, School and college students who have 

devised unique ways to recycle and reuse garbage. Around 112 

stalls had been put up at the Kachra Mahotsav. 

Seth Anandram Jaipuria School bagged prizes in collage making 

competition and Art installation. Art installation will be fixed at 

some prominent place of city. We are thankful to Ms. Ritu 

Maheshwari, honorable District Magistrate of Ghaziabad, who 

envisaged this mega event and guided us all at every step of the 

event. 

Ghaziabad Kachra 
Samadhan Mahotsav 

2018
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he beautiful smile of an innocent face, the blabbering of a 

Tguileless mortal, the capricious world of our children with 
their hearts brimming with vitality and eyes gleaming with 

hopes and then watching the creation through the binoculars of 
our children’s dreams- isn’t this spectacle the one we would like 
to live for? Blessed is the art of parenting which lets us be the part 
of this miraculous journey and lays opens the peregrination 
which begins with the infant’s cry in the hospital and then knows 
no end.

Without doubt, parenting is all about showering love and 
adoration on our children. Our selfless love always longs to see 
our children growing in comfort, receiving the best education, 
making a mark in the world with a bight career. It will be difficult 
to find a parent who would not like to provide a prosperous life to 
his child.  But if everybody is contributing his bit, why is that, the 
need of counsellors in the schools has suddenly seen a surge? 
Why is that the growing instances of juvenile crime are on a rise? 
These questions often boggle our minds when surprisingly we, 
the parents, knowingly or unknowingly are an accomplice in 
shaping the world of the children.

‘You should learn to adjust’, ‘You should be polite’, and ‘How can 
you speak a lie to me?’ ‘Life is not a bed of roses, face it 
boldly’…We often preach these noble thoughts to our children 
but ironically not when their minds are impressionable enough to 
accept them, not when the clay of their thoughts can be moulded 
lithely, not when the child exhibits a conduct in contrast to what is 
desirable for the first time unwittingly, but only when the ignored 
naïve demeanor takes an obstinate form and starts affecting our 
lives. This is the time we wake up to the fact that we have gone 
somewhere amiss in our parenting. Our disillusionment with our 
children is often a manifestation of our misplaced expectations- a 
clash between the nature of bricks used during construction and 
the edifice so designed. An infant who opens his eyes for the first 
time in an air-conditioned infirmary, given education in an 
ostentatious institution and brought up with a royal grandeur 
cannot be reproached for his inability to face the harsh realities of 
life. 

The Art of Parenting

A child who has always been witness to bickerings at home 
cannot be expected to exhibit tranquil deportment. One should 
not be surprised to see the cynicism of a child grown up in an 
environment where trust and sincerity never existed. A child who 
ignores us today might be the one who yearned for our company 
when we were just too busy with our materialistic pursuits. A child 
who has deviated from the righteous path may never have been 
shown the mirror of right and wrong in life. So to begin with let’s 
be the ones who our child would like to look up to. Let’s not have a 
chasm between what we preach and what we practice, let’s be the 
role models of our children.

These thoughts might flare up the claimants who believed that 
they never faltered in their parenting, shifting the entire onus of 
all the erroneous protuberances in the child’s growth to the social 
networking sites, increased exposure to media and immense peer 
pressure. It cannot be denied that all these factors have a huge 
role in digressing the children towards temptations and 
allurements. 

Difficult isn’t it, for a major battle is still left to be combatted- – 
‘generation gap’, an abyss that can be filled only with 
communication. Even the brutal wars come to an end with an 
empathetic and considerate dialogue, so why do we hesitate to 
take a small step ahead and reach out to our children? Can a 
bridge be crossed standing at one end and waiting for someone 
to come to your aid? If no, stride forth, break the barriers of 
conceit, extend the arms of understanding, let the cocoon break, 
let the butterfly come out, watch it soar high in the vast expanse 
of sky but just be there for it still looks up to you!

Ms. Shalini Kapoor Gupta
English Faculty

Seth Anandram Jaipuria School, 

Ghaziabad 

“Let	parents	bequeath	to	their	children	not	riches,	but	the	spirit	of	reverence”
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“An angel is in our house!!!” You are happy and excited. Lately you 
have been listening more carefully to your friends and relatives 
when they talk about bringing up a child. Sometimes it sounds 
like a very complicated business. You find out all the vitamins a 
baby needs and all the inoculations…..this is the very prelude of a 
journey called parenting. Children at the age of three to six need 
chances to be around their parents, to be enjoyed by them and if 
possible to do things with them. Unfortunately, a father is apt to 
come home wanting most of all to slump down and read the 
paper. If he understands how valuable his companionship is, he 
will feel like making a reasonable effort and play for fifteen 
minutes and then say,”Now I am going to read my paper.”

Assigning small duties to them is essential part of good 
parenting. Children can’t be expected always to be responsible 
about their duties- even at the age of fifteen years. They have to 
be reminded. It is the nagging, belittling tone that kills all pride in 
a job. It also helps a lot to assign children tasks that they can do in 
the company of other members of the family. Then the grown-
upness of the task and the fun of helping spurs them on. 
Certainly, it is also necessary to teach children just how to be 
polite and considerate. If it is done in a friendly spirit, they are 
proud to learn. More important, everybody likes children with 
sensibly good manners and resent those who are rude or 
thoughtless. When you coach children about manners, try to do it 
when you are alone with them, rather than in the embarrassing 
presence of outsiders.

Children need the love of good parents more than anything else; 
that they work hard, all by themselves, to be more grown up and 
responsible; many of the ones, who get into the most trouble are 
suffering from lack of affection rather than from lack of 
punishment. If the parents can determine in which respect they 
may be permissive and confirm up their discipline, they may be 
delighted to find that their child becomes not only better 
behaved but much happier. Then they can really love their child 
better and the child in turn responds to this.

You can be both firm and friendly. A child needs to feel that her 
mother and father have their own rights, know how to be firm, 
won’t let her be unreasonable or rude. She likes them better that 
way. When a child is being rude to a parent - the parent should 
promptly stop her and insist on politeness. A child is happier as 
well as better behaved if her parents assert on reasonably good 
behavior.

Baser devices and desires of our hearts have leapt forward and 
have clasped the adults nowadays which have put the future of 
the youngsters in a fix. In such an environment we need doing 
sufficient of what is required. Take interest in their growing up. 
Become their pals, secure them tightly with your love. Help them 
adjust themselves through their awkwardness, emotional stress, 
indecision and fear.

Parenting: A Skill
Ms. Himani Mehta
English Facult

Seth Anandram Jaipuria School, 

Ghaziabad 

arenting.... the easiest but the most complicated term in itself. It is the biggest responsibility 

Pa human being performs in his span of life. Before writing this article I would like to thank 
God to give me the boon of being a parent. Actually parenting is much more than child 

rearing. During parenting, inspite of playing the role of a caretaker, we perform the role of the 
Ultimate. A parent performs the duty of Brahma, Vishnu and Mahesh.  As Brahma, the creator of 
Srishti (human being), the parent gives birth to the child. As Vishnu, he/she arranges for his feed 
and as Mahesh, removes all the darkness by enlightening the lamp of knowledge.Nowadays 
parenting has been a challenge as the issues, emerging day by day are becoming more and more 
complicated. On one hand the upcoming generation is losing its values because of modernisation 
while on the other hand the present generation seems to be the unprivileged one as the parents 
are already under the custody of virtual media. Actually there is a great need to understand the 
seriousness of the scenario.
 
As each and every mobile cannot be charged with the same charger, likewise same pattern of 
parenting cannot be applied even for the siblings sometimes. Different types of parenting 
styles should be applied for handling different types of children. For example, for kids active 
parenting is suitable while passive or indirect parenting is best for teenagers. In other terms we 
can say that vocal parenting is appropriate for kids while silent parenting for teenagers. The 
common challenges and issues in parenting are stubbornness, shyness, eating habits, 
attraction towards opposite sex, increasing aggression, bad language, separation anxiety, 
restlessness, hitting, etc. It is a matter of deliberate thinking. The root cause of all the issues is 
half-heartedness. As a parent give your 100% involvement to your child. It should not be divided 
into prejudice, past experiences or foreseen hypothetical consequences. Keep yourself stress-free 
as you are the first role model of your child. Actually, stress is the gap between our expectations 
and reality.Bigger the gap, greaterthe stress.So, try to be realistic with your child, enjoy healthy 
time that should be qualitative rather than quantitative and try to remain sane. The more you 
communicate, the better the result will be.If you really want to save your child in this carnival of 
distractions, hold their hand with your trust and support. Perform the role of the Ultimate with 
your ultimate for the ultimate result.

Dr. Rakhi Aggarwal
Clinical Counsellor

Seth Anandram Jaipuria School, 

Ghaziabad 

Smart 
Parenting
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Your children are not your children.

They are sons and daughters of Life's longing for itself.

The concept of ‘Parenting’ the most challenging process in an adult’s 

life would undoubtedly draw a unanimous ‘aye’ from all those who 

would be a party to it or already a part of it. Teething becomes the 

‘teething’ problem for several, followed by the trauma of dropping the 

child to school on the first day. 

They come through you but not from you.

And though they are with you yet they belong not to you.

Adolescence which is a period of jitters to both, the parents and the 

teenager sets in before the parent blinks, leaving the parents gasping 

for breath. He wonders what was done wrong or what could be done 

better, to strengthen a relationship which slips like sand from the 

fingers. They are no one’s property and must not be treated like one.

You may give them your love but not your thoughts,

For they have their own thoughts.

A parent must understand the child’s quest for his identity and give him 

the liberty to dress quirkily to establish him in the society, find 

company and gel with his peers. Space and empathy open the doors of 

conversation and resolve issues which really need to be addressed 

such as alcohol and drugs. 

You may house their bodies but not their souls,

For their souls dwell in the house of tomorrow, which you cannot visit, 

not even in your dreams.

The most imperative aspect of the relationship lies in the fact that 

everything that this young adult does is not a parent’s business. The 

teenager has the right to privacy, opinions, arguments and 

individuality; eventually preparing for a tomorrow that he has to face 

by himself.

Parenting A Teenager- 
Bliss and Challenges

You may strive to be like them, but seek not to make them like you.

For life goes not backward nor tarries with yesterday.

‘Parenting’ must prepare the child to face the set of challenges which 

would be unique and his own, hence it would be very inappropriate to 

equate or compare his life with the past experiences of the parent. The 

parent must abstain from imposing his point of views and let the child 

make and learn from his own mistakes.

You are the bows from which your children as living arrows are sent 

forth.

The role of effective parenting is thus to help launch the teenager in the 

right path by providing a direction with right values, adequate 

empathy, support and understanding.

Ms. Priya Mohan
English Faculty

Seth Anandram Jaipuria School, 

Ghaziabad 
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Survival Tips 
for Special Needs 
Parents…

You're Not Alone, 
I Promise!

Ms. Deepti Srivastava
Special Educator

Seth Anandram Jaipuria School, 

Ghaziabad 

It can be Really Hard
“My child is struggling and I’m exhausted.”

“I feel like I’m not doing enough, but I don’t know what else to try.”

You try your best to be kind, patient and loving but there are days 

when you’re so tired of the struggles that you just want to quit. I 

know, I’ve been there, I get it!

Parenting a special needs child has days which include…

• Resentment that every day is filled with challenges.

• Uncertainty of what’s best for your child.

• Frustration with inconsistent information from specialists.

• Sadness for dreams unfulfilled (and guilt for feeling sadness 

about it).

• Irritation towards “helpful” advice from those who have no 

idea about your daily stresses.

• Jealousy towards parents who have “typical” families.

• GUILT for feeling any or all of the above!

You are not alone in this!

There are many others who are also struggling to make it one day, 

one hour at a time.

Compiled by:
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Take care of yourself
This is where parents struggle the most! “But I just don't have time 

for me!” If you want to be the best parent you can be, you need to 

allow yourself time to relax and recharge your battery. Think of 

your energy as a pitcher of water, if you constantly pour out your 

energy (the water) but never refill the pitcher, you have nothing to 

give at the end of the day.

Here are a few quick tricks my friends and I have used through the 

years:

• Give yourself permission to take 5-10 minutes each day strictly 

for yourself. (I know, it's hard, but your kids need you to do this)

• Do something that relaxes you (a cup of coffee, read a few 

pages from an inspirational or funny book, or just sit and do 

nothing).

• Use the buddy system…put the kids in their strollers or 

wheelchairs, buddy up with a friend and take a walk. The kids 

will benefit from the change of scenery, you'll feel energized, 

and the xtra support of a friend is always welcome.

• Swap childcare…this can be for running a few errands or even 

an afternoon out. Your kids also benefit from socialization with 

other kids.

• Exercise…even if it's only 10 minutes of cardio or stretching. My 

daughter and I would do “mommy and me” dance parties to 

her favorite tunes in the kitchen; it was good for both of us!

Take care of the relationship
For those of you, who are co-parenting, make sure to take care of 

your partnership. Parents who are exhausted tend to forget to 

work on their relationship, get irritated and fail to communicate 

well.

Ways to enhance your partnership include:

•  A willingness to kindly communicate your need for help. This 

helps prevent the build-up of resentment between partners, 

i.e. “Well, she should just know that I'm tired of dealing with 

doctor appointments!” Remember, the other person cannot 

read minds!

•  Give the main caregiver a break.

•  Take time to be together (even if it's just 15 mins) without the 

kids to talk about things other than the kids.

•  Be a compassionate, supportive listener for each other.

•  Acknowledge your partner's strengths.

To the last point… if your spouse is great at handling your child's 

homework struggles, step back and allow him to help. If one of 

you is patient in the morning and the other is more patient at 

night, use that knowledge to plan chores and childcare time.

My husband looked forward to after dinner playtime with the 

kids, which allowed me peace and quiet to clean up the kitchen 

and pack lunches for the next day.

What can the parents do?
Find a support system

When you find others who also are walking this path you discover 

coping strategies, new resources, and support from other parents 

who “get it.” You will also find out you aren’t the only parent who 

feels guilty about their child’s extra challenges or frustrated 

because life is so hard at times.

Just knowing you’re not the only one makes things a little easier 

emotionally.

 

Ask for help

Asking for help is a sign of strength, not weakness. I struggled for 

years trying to figure out why I wasn’t getting through to my 

strong-willed, high anxiety child.

It wasn’t until I opened up about my challenges and asked for 

help that I discovered:

1)  I wasn’t “parenting wrong” – I just needed more information 

and additional strategies.

2)  There is help out there!

Talk to your…
• Pediatrician regarding referrals to specialists.

• child’s teacher for additional suggestions to help your child 

academically.

• Special Educator, or other special needs parents for personal 

support.

• Spouse or co-parenting partner to brainstorm family 

solutions.

• Friends and family for possible “mom’s time out” so you can 

recharge your battery.

www.jaipuria.edu.in
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• Empower your family by accepting what is your 

“normal.”

Every family does things a little differently, yours included. 

A child who is in a wheelchair is still your child, he just has 

a different way of getting around, which is normal for your 

family.This lesson teaches other children acceptance, 

compassion and respect for others who also may do things 

differently.

• Problem solving as a team!

There are times when challenges arise, empower your 

children by having them brainstorm solutions with you. It’s 

amazing what kids come up with, usually things we hadn’t 

considered.

• All children should “overhear” you bragging about 

their accomplishments. 

It’s so easy to get fixated on the cycle of struggles but 

focusing on even the smallest successes or acts of 

kindness helps a family build each other up.

Take care to nurture sibling relationships
It is so easy for much of your energy and effort to go to the 

child with special needs, especially with the extra doctor 

appointments, support specialists and academic issues that can 

be a part of your child’s therapy. Siblings of a special needs 

child might feel “slighted” at times. If this happens, be assured 

you’re not a bad parent, just a human one and try some of the 

tips below!

• Make sure each child gets some undivided attention.

Even simple things like reading at bedtime or talks while 

driving to school count! It’s the quality, not the quantity 

that will make a difference.

• Engage in your child’s activities.

Ask them about a school project, volunteer to make soccer 

snacks (cutting oranges is quick and easy) and ask 

questions about the movie they saw with a friend. Your 

attention to the details in their day will matter.

• Include your children in the care of their sibling, as 

appropriate.

There will be days when they will want to help, others 

when they don’t and that is fine. Caring for family 

members instills compassion in even the youngest 

children.

• Give your children information as they want it.

Some children accept their sibling “just how she is” and 

others want to know “why she uses a hearing aid.” As in 

anything, children are curious and the more facts they 

have the better.
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nnual  Spor ts  Day  and Republ ic  Day 

ACelebrations were held with full gusto in our 

school premises on 26 January, 2018. The Chief 

Guest for the day, Mr. Dinesh Kumar Bhardwaj, Arjun 

Awardee and International Kabaddi Player graced the 

occasion and the programme started at 9:00 a.m. with the 

unfurling of our National Flag. It was followed by various 

sports events which included a plethora of races like 

Hurdles, Flat Race and Relay Race etc. The patriotic spirit 

were fervently stirred and stimulated further with some 

amazing dance and musical performances given by our 

vivacious enthusiasts. The Principal addressed the spirited 

audience and a vote of thanks was delivered by the 

Headmistress. The program culminated with the 

invigorating rendition of ‘Vande Matram’.

Through The Tricolours of The Nation
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Parul Agarwal 
mother of Parth Agarwal 
Winner of the third 
Kyokushin Super ENPI Karate Cup 
Competition 2018

I'm very fortunate to be a Jaipurian. My son now a 
Jaipurian has became India's youngest shooter in the 
Big Boor Shooting Category, mentored by his teachers 
who constantly encouraged him along with rigorous 
constructive criticism. I feel proud that the school 
taught him the true spirit of sportsmanship that 
encouraged him to practice harder.

I feel privileged that my child studies in Jaipuria, 
where he has been provided a platform to participate 
and showcase his talent in the field of Karate at 
National and International events.

Saad Bin Asif 
(Batch 1989)
Father of Umar Saad– Class - XI

Parents Speak
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amilial values are important  to our prestigious institution- 

Fwe try our  best to inculcate in our children the vital virtues 

of mutual care, compassion, benevolence, openness and 

oneness from the very first day at Jaipuria School and beyond. We 

take great pride in our well-knit and well-known community of 

Jaipurians- young and old, former and present. The alumni from 

the very first batch (1974) to the latest celebrated this grand 

reunion. With over 600 alumni and old teachers, this year’s meet 

turned out to be the best so far. There were a series of events 

awaiting the guests. Business Kiosks were put up by the alumni to 

promote their business. House matches for games like Cricket, 

Basketball, Football and Table Tennis were played by them which 

made them nostalgic. The photo booths and their photographs  

taken at the spot were given to them as a remembrance. The most 

sought after  “Jaipuria Canteen Samosas and Bread Pakodas took 

them down memory lane. Adventure sports, Archery, Horse 

Riding and funny races were also enjoyed by one and all. Loyalty 

Cards were issued to the alumni present.

 

The bonding of several generations of alumni so far apart of 

alumni with a hetrogenous mix was fascinating, to say the least. 

The chalkboard generation met the smart board generation. 

More than anything, the alumni meet proved to be a interesting 

convergance of ideas and a bridging of gaps between 

generations far apart in time and ideas. Despite extensive 

differences one thing united everybody- the inherent fiery 

Jaipuria, spirit that remains alive for  eternity. Once a Jaipurian, 

always a Jaipurian.  You can take Jaipurians out of Jaipuria School, 

but you can never, ever take the Jaipuria School out of them. 

We Meet Again… 

Alumni Meet 2017

a
From The Alumni Who Are Now 
Our Parents…..

Prashant Saraswat 
(Batch of 1991)
Father of Aarav Saraswat Class VIII

The grand reunion!!A feeling beyond words. It was indeed an emotional moment 
to reunite with teachers, friends and even the bus drivers and conductors. As a 
proud Jaipurian I feel honoured that this legacy now passes on to my son. A big 
applause and thanks to the school, had they not dreamt of it, it wouldn’t have 
been possible.

Parents Speak
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n Investiture Ceremony  is symbolic of a myriad  aspects 

Aof human life: growth, maturity, belief, faith, duty and 

sincerity, to name a few. These gain heightened gravity 

when it is young blood that is being invested with the power to 

change,  to amen, to guide and most importantly, the power to 

learn. A good educational institution ideally replicates the world 

of man in a smaller, more intense and condensed model that 

mirrors the organisational structure and hierarchy we follow on a 

day-todaybasis, while dispelling the myths and eradicating the 

shortcomings in the working of the real life version of the said 

model. Such models help foster the spirit of leadership, unity, 

morality and discipline in the young minds nurtured under their 

umbrella, giving rise to well-formed,mature minds ready to take 

on the challenges that adulthood brings in its wake. In keeping 

with this, Seth Anandram Jaipuria School, Kanpur, to ensure a 

well-roundededucation to its meritorious students, is home to a 

Students' Council with a term of one academic session, each. The 

interested pupils from grade 12 are made to fill and submit a form 

highlighting their underlying leadership qualities. The Council is 

finally formed after rigorous deliberation and discussions among 

the staff. On the 21st of April, 2018, the Students' Council was 

invested with duties for the academic session 2018-19. A solemn 

occasion, the ceremony began with the Council members 

marching to the stage with their flags held high, in sync with 

music that replicated the aura of the ceremony. Lead by the top 

five office bearers, one by one, each member marched on the 

stage to be badged and sashed by their House teachers. In each 

mindwas instilled a sense of pride and respect for the school.

After a sincere oath-taking ceremony, Council members from the 

four different houses marched proudly to their strongholds in the 

corridor, and took their places with their waving flags 

symbolizing their aspirations for their respective houses - Ganga, 

Godavari, Narmada and Krishna. The five main office bearers- The 

Head Boy, Head Girl, Associate Head Boys and Associate Head 

Girl- moved to the podium to deliver their first official address as 

badge holders. Each student of the school was instilled with a 

similar sense of pride and admiration on hearing their words of 

motivation. The parents of the Council Members, too, were filled 

with pride at the sight of their children marching steadily towards 

being the leaders of tomorrow.

The Jaipuria family hopes that the Student Council for the 

scholastic year 2018-19 witnesses the zenith of success and 

progress in its term. Let us march together to greater heights of 

glory and wisdom in unison. Let us tread from darkness to light- 

Tamaso MaJyotirGamaya.

Leadership is the capacity to translate vision into reality.

a

Dr. Archna Saxena
Mother of Abhishri Swarup
Head Girl 2018
Seth Anandram Jaipuria School, Kanpur

INVESTITURE CEREMONY- 2018

"Leadership	is	not	about	a	title	or	a	designation.	It's	about	

impact,	influence	and	inspiration."
-	Robin	S.	Sharma

It is pertinent that we, as responsible, well-read and understanding parents, learn 
the importance of entrusting the child with responsibilities and duties that 
replicate the complexities of the real world. Unless we treat our adolescents as 
adults and provide a realistic environment as a model of the wide world they will 
soon be stepping into, the process of mental growth and maturity remains 
incomplete. In that sense, the ceremony of Investiture is a landmark, coming-of-
age occasion in each student's life. The ceremony and the founding idea that 
supports it, is as noble as the duties these young Jaipurians are entrusted with- the 
idea that the students of today have the ability to be the leaders of tomorrow, with 
a hoard of followers to guide and nurture automatically puts the students in a well-
guided position of power that tests their moral virtues without the fear of 
exploitation.  Watching our daughter march down the hall with the flag of her 
school held high was indeed an emotionally surcharged moment for us. To know 
that people see potential in your child is a rather exquisite feeling, for obvious and 
evident reasons, but also because in a way, parents find validation for years of 
parenting in such moments of success and glory. We extend our thanks and 
congratulations to the school for having cultivated a positive environment that 
nurtures leadership and accepts diversity. 

“Behind	every	young	child	who	believes	in	himself	is	a	parent	

who	believed	first”–Mathew	Jacobson

Parents Speak

www.jaipuria.edu.in
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oodbyes are hard, especially when it is to your own family 

Gthat you're bidding adieu. Farewell.  The word combusts 
with a million different emotions attached to it. Nostalgia, 

emptiness, sadness…. The pain of parting and the glimmer of 
hope that unfailingly comes with the uncertainty of  future.  
Raising a hearty toast, the pupils of grade 11 threw a grand 
Farewell Party to their seniors on the completion of their twelve 
years of association with the school. Keeping with the theme of 
the day, the school displayed a vintage look, complete with a 
photo booth donning a vintage bicycle. Retro music laced the air 
along with a certain sense of excitement and nostalgia. The boys- 
gentlemen now- looked dashing in their sharp tuxedos and the 
ladies of Jaipuria dolled themselves up in splendid, vibrant sarees. 

The event began with a series of dances prepared and performed 
by the students of class 11. All of them were charged and left us 
swaying to the music and tapping our feet. The students also 
prepared a hilarious skit that recreated moments spent in class 
and was an absolute hit. The titles followed, where 25 students 
from class 12 were bestowed with different titles, each suiting 
their individual traits and personalities. The hall resonated with 
rounds of applause as student after student approached the 
stage to collect his or her sash and rose. A pleasant surprise for all 
was the informal Investiture Ceremony for the top four office-
bearers, which marked the coming of age for both. Those signing 
off and those signing in. The cultural programme ended with an 
emotionally surcharged video that left all in tears. 

It was followed by a sumptuous lunch accompanied by a photo 
session, all laughed and shared memories as they feasted on the 
elaborate menu. All left with full stomachs and a heart filled up 
with memories and smiles- and also perhaps with an ever-
looming giddiness for their approaching ISC examinations. 

We sincerely want all our graduating students to know that no 
matter where they go or who they become, every road they take 
will always lead them home. They'll always find a home in Jaipuria 
School- a family to return to and a place to seek refuge in. We 
truly hope that the class of 2018 thoroughly enjoyed its last day in 
the school-all are sure to shine bright where ever the future takes 
them.  

They're mighty Jaipurians after all- they're meant to shine. Once a 
Jaipurian, always a mighty mighty Jaipurian.

aAll children are treasures, full of precious potentials. As parents we all want our 
children to be good and achieve their goals. Parenting is beautiful when we see our 
children growing yet challenging at times when we are trying to make them rise 
from their failures. Seeing the present social scenario, rise of violence among 
children, I feel spending time and regular communication with them the biggest 
key to the hazard to overcome it. Walking the tight rope between trust and blind 
faith in the child and teaching that happiness is not the absence of life's hardships is 
in itself  a challenge. As parents we strive to make decisions in the best interest of 
the child.

I think the best decision I took for my children was putting them in Jaipuria school 
where the support of the teachers has been immense for the all round 
development of my children, be it academics, sports, music or dance, grooming 
their personalities or making them independent and confident children. They learn 
to balance activities and excel equally both in school and life. 

Au Revoir….Au Revoir….Au Revoir….

Parents Speak
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s a strong believer of this adage the Jaipuria faculty works 

Adiligently to keep itself abreast with the latest 

developments in the teaching pedagogy. The faculty 

knows that their student’s take their teachers to be role models 

and hence they try to showcase themselves as one. The Jaipurian 

faculty feels that it is very necessary to keep the cultural heritage 

of the school intact while progressing with the modern teaching 

techniques. This would not have been possible without the 

unqualified support and encouragement of our principal and 

management.

The various faculty development programs from time to time 

help improve the skills of our teachers. In the academic session 

2017-18, 35 different workshops were attended by the different 

departments of the school.

The teachers from the English Faculty attended a workshop 

conducted by Macmillan Education India on 11th November, 

2017. The resource person, Ms. Nandita Mukherjee shared a lot 

of information around the new pedagogical techniques which 

can be implemented in the classroom teaching on a regular basis. 

The Pre-primary Teachers attended a workshop on Growth 

and Obesity so that they could guide the young learners about 

the right food habits.

Our teachers also attended a special core skills programme 

conducted by the British Council on communication and 

collaboration. An all staff workshop was organized in the school 

premises by Skills and You to acquire the latest learning skills 

needed by the K-12 schools of the nation. Mrs. Charu Bajaj the 

resource person with her expertise shared with the faculty, newer 

aspects of teaching learning, thereby helping the faculty to 

introspect on their classroom transactions.

Workshop conducted by Professor H. C. Verma [Nuclear 

Physicist] was another enlightening seminar for the Science 

faculty. Computer faculty was enlightened by a workshop on 

Blogging and Content Creation.

To enable the teachers to meditate properly and work on their 

aesthetic sense Swami Hariram DasII’s workshop was of great 

help. In order to Empower Enthuse and Excel the educators at 

Jaipuria strongly believe…..

“Even the wisest mind has something yet to learn.”

With so much of adaptability to learning the Faculty at Jaipuria, 

Kanpur proves to be the real guardian to their learners!

Teachers Training Programme
“Who dares to teach must never cease to learn”

www.jaipuria.edu.in
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You name it, Dubai has it If it doesn't haveit, its building it…….

25 young enthusiasts, 3 motivating teachers, 7 
days of action packed exploring and life long 
memories…We landed in Dubai around 11.00 in 
the morning, went through a quick immigration, a 
few photographs at T3 (which was amazing) and it 
was Day One at Dubai. We went to Dubai Mall. It 
was huge, beautiful and elegant.A sneak into the 
marine life through The Aquarium, and the pics of 
the rare birds and the fishes added to my 
collection. At 6.30 we were booked for Burj Khalifa 
Top Counter, and in a while having deposited our 
shopping bags we were waiting in the queue. Then 
we went in an amazing elevator that went up to the 
124th floor- at a mind blowing timing of less than a 
minute! Burj Khalifa top was spectacular! One 
could view miles from here. Every corner we went 
gave a different view. After indulging in 
mouthwatering Roza Aftari goodies we rushed 
down for the musical fountain show.

It’s Day Two and the day begins withThe Mall of 
Emirates yet another beautiful mall. There we went 
to Ski Dubai and enjoyed the artificial snow and 
the snow sports. Dubai University Visit on Day 
Three was the highlight of this educational 
excursion. Interaction session at Dubai University 
–which has been home to talented students and 
faculty drawn from the world, was much more 
enlightening than was expected. Seeing our young 
but zealous students make a presentation was 
exhilarating. Day four was the most awaited day as 
we went to Nakheel Industry. The breath taking 
journey of this industry – from constructing 
skyscrapers to building the first man-made island 
was really gripping! Our students were truly stirred 
up to innovate and create such environment 
friendly start-ups in their own little way. The 
inspiration drawn to reinvent work set its roots 
deep into the minds of our young learners.  From 
there we went to Palm Jumeirah monorail station 
as we decided to go to Palm Atlantis via monorail. 
After getting down at Aquaventure we walked to 
Palm Atlantis-the main entrance. Humidity was 
killing but we adjusted. Aquaventure was a relief 
from the heat and the water rides were 
breathtaking.
Last day was spent at Ferrari World-the most 
thrilling theme park.It was simply majestic-world 
class roller coaster;go-cart laps-state of the art 
simulator-fast fuelling for the tummy-branded 
memento shops-made us bring a history back 
home.

Sightseeing, enjoyment and thrill- these were very 
short-lived,there were better takeaways from this 
Dubai trip. All of us realized that UAE is the most 
organized clean,polite and safe country in the 
world.The artificial rain that was created was a 
challenge in a dry desert like the UAE.

Reconnoitre Dubai

“Educational excursion to Dubai was not merely a 
sightseeing for my son. Like a good parent Dubai 
taught him how to respect other religions. He came 
back and told me-Papa, I saw a man eating an apple 
in the hotel lobby during the fasting hours and 
requested him to eat in a purdah(covered area). I was 
touched-Thank you Dubai for inculcating this value in 
my son.” 

Dr. Inish Roy
Father of Aarush Roy
Class IX

“All the lavishness in Dubai has its foundation in the 
hard work” was the comment of one of our scholars. The 
essence of hard work stood tall and upright in front of 
them- and thanks to Dubai who as a good parent – 
infused and impressed it in our learners. Mrs. Ruchi 
Parasrampuriya mother of Ananya Parasrampuriya- 
student leader –girls squad Class IX was teary eyed on 
seeing her introvert daughter making a presentation 
on the Dubai Educational trip and explaining the same 
to her  c lassmates.  She fur ther  commented, 
“Something that we as parents could not do in the last 5 
years, this trip did in 7 days. Ananya came out of her 
inhibitions and delivered herself much better than 
what she was earlier!

As I said, there were more takeaways. The camaraderie 
that formed among the students benefitted in making 
them extroverts. Parenting may be a prerogative of the 
parents but there could be other institutions helping, to 
provide nurturing the young minds.

“The law and punishments are sometimes for our good 
Ma'am”- said Mehul“I can see that Dubai's crime rate is 
virtually zero. Nobody would even think to commit a 
crime knowing that they will not be able to get away with 
it without a life of pain……and a constructive debate 
continued till midnight even after a hectic and tiring day.”

The educational trip to Dubai ended in 7 days but the 
lessons we learnt there shall always remain with us. Is it 7 
days, or 7 weeks, or 7 months…7 years or perhaps 
lifelong…

a aParents Speak
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he daily routine, the heavy bags, the 

Tintolerable heat and they eagerly waited 

for the last day before the vacation. To 

bring the students out of the humdrum of their 

daily, monotonous and mundane schedule the 

school organized ‘Summer Fest’ on the 

25thof May, 2018. The function commenced 

with a mesmerizing Bharatnatyam-Shiv 

Vandana. The audience was captivated and 

enthralled and entered an aesthetic world of 

mudras. Our budding singers added to the 

beauty of the environment with their sweet 

voices. The school choir performed a beautiful 

song by ‘Rabindranath Tagore’. The junior 

school students clapped, shook their heads 

and waists on a Hindi, English and also a 

Spanish song. Anticipation of vacations brings 

with it great joy amongst young students. A 

‘Chutti Dance’ expressed the delight of 

students towards the foreseeable fun in the 

Summer Break. ‘Krishna Dance’ portrayed all 

the traits of Lord Krishna- his excellence, 

intelligence, bravery, and mischief.

22 January, 2018 was marked by a blissful and grand 

Saraswati Puja solemnized on account of Basant 

Panchmi, an auspicious festival that marks the end of 

the winter season and the onset of Spring season in 

North India. It is also celebrated to worship Goddess 

Saraswati, the symbol of knowledge and wisdom. A 

special Pooja was organized where all students and 

teachers participated wholeheartedly as they sang 

bhajans, invoking Goddess Saraswati and seeking her 

blessings. The whole school appeared resplendent as 

all the staff members were dressed in different hues of 

yellow, specially for the occasion. An aura of positivity 

and serenity prevailed all around filling the hearts with 

contentment .The programme concluded with the 

distribution of ‘Prasad’ among all the students and 

staff of the school.

;kdqansanqrq"kkjgkj/koyk] ;k'kqHkzoL=ko`rk AA
;koh.kkojn.MeafMrdjk] ;k'osrin~ekluk AA

;kczãkvP;qr'kadjçHk`frfHk% nsoS% lnkofUnrk AA
lkekEikrqljLofrHkxofrfu%'ks"ktkMîkigk AA

Dancing Away The Summer Blues…….

Extra Curricular activities are an important 
aspect of growing and building up 
confidence. I thank the school for giving my 
daughter a chance to dance in the Summer 
Fest. Such platforms surely enhance her 
dancing skills and help in the all round 
development. Looking forward for more of 
such motivating events in the school, where 
the children get the required exposure 
which help in grooming their personality.

a

Monica Dhingra 
mother of Rakshita Dhingra
Class IV

Basant  Panchmi 

www.jaipuria.edu.in
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Results say it all…

Congratulations

SC and ICSE results were declared on  May 14, 2018 at 

I3 p.m. The students were both jittery and in high spirits but 
their mingled feelings were instantaneously transformed 

into sheer exuberance when the clock struck 3 and the wait 
was finally over. With a mind-boggling score of 99.3% in ISC, 
Master Kushagra Agarwal not only emerged as the school 
topper but also bagged the covetous  All India Rank 2, after 
securing the All India Rank 4 in ICSE two years ago, thus 
making the head of the institution rise to glory second time 
around. Utkarsh Dhandhania , by securing a full 98.5% stood 
second while Harsh Agarwal secured the third position with 
98%.UtkarshDhandhania and Harsh Agarwal also managed to 
secure a place for themselves in the top 1% students in the ISC. 

In the commerce stream, the 4Jaipurians who made us all 
proud yet again were,- Shambhavi Kesarwani with 96.8%, 
Samriddhi Kapoor, who secured 96.5% and Mitesh Oman & 
Shiv Tondon, who shared the third place with a wholesome 
96.3%. 

A general rise in performance of both the streams was 
creditable and the overall result did us all proud. The ICSE 
aspirants passed the examination with flying colours. The 
hardwork put in by them reaped sweet fruits of success when 
Shambhavi Gupta by securing 97.8% became the school 
topper. Following the trail was Vibhav Jasiwalwith 97.4% while 
Shreedhar Malpani bagged the third position with a satiating 
97%. 
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“	Don't		rescue	your	children	from	challenges	,	Teach	them	how	to	face	them”

a a
Parents Speak

Kushagra Agarwal's mother, Mrs. Richa Agarwal  readily shared with us 
a few tips which lead her son achieve the incredible and glorious score 
of 92.25% making him the second top scorer at the National level. The 
single largest contribution I have made to Kushagra's success is 
teaching him time management which ,over the years , has enabled  
him to become versatile.  My advice to students is the same – If you 
learn how to manage your time efficiently,  you will see that you have 
ample time for academics , extracurricular  and  leisure.. Another 
advice which I have also given to Kushagra is focus on giving 100% 
input without worrying about the result- this not only makes you 
immune to unexpected circumstances but also improves your 
performance.

SECRET UNVEILED...

Mrs. Bharti Malpani and Mr. Chetan Malpani, ecstatic on the success of 
their son, Sreedhar Malpani( the third top scorer in ICSE 2018) speak— 
It is a matter of immense pride to see my son achieve a meritorious result 
in ICSE Examination. Though we always had faith in his potential but it 
became possible only with the help and support of the entire school 
team. A school plays a vital role in shaping and building a child’s future.

SUCCESS LAUDED AND ENDEAVOURS 
RECOGNIZED...

The excellent results produced by the students brought 
elation and pride not only to the parents but also to the 
teachers, who knew in their heart of hearts that a bright 
future awaited these young achievers. According to 
statistical assessment of the results 74 out of 153 students 
scored above 90%in ICSE and  51 out of 139scored above 
90%in ISC, taking the school's average to 88.31% and 
84.99% respectively. 

Following Kushagra's footsteps, who has set the bar real high,  
we hope that the young achievers will succeed in matching up 
to the similar heights of  excellence. 
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hy do we adults fall into the trap of overprotecting the 

Wchildren from short term struggle and under 

preparing them to cope with life’s long term 

challenges??? Intellectually we all know that over parenting 

undermines a child’s initiative and sends him or her off into the 

world unprepared to make independent choices and own the 

consequences of these choices, both positive and negative. Yet it 

seems so difficult to translate that knowledge into practice.

Parenting is a tricky concept since the nature of parenting is ever 

changing. Active parents, i.e. raising a minor child ever so 

gradually, should ideally migrate from protecting children to 

preparing children. We neither can remove the bumps on their 

roads nor can we control their obstacles, setbacks, road blocks or 

any other unfavorable conditions that punctuate the journey. So 

the real job of active parenting is to work on ourselves so that we 

protect them just enough to help them prepare themselves and 

not vice versa.

Let us begin by taking a few Elementary Steps:

• If it is a choice between your work and your time with the 

child, it should be your time with the child that should get 

priority. Please remember that your work will always be 

there, your children will not.

• Model the characteristics you wish your children to acquire. 

Set an example for the child to follow.

• Don’t compare your child with others. Each child is unique 

and your child is God’s precious gift to you. Cherish his/her 

presence.

• Identify the attributes of your child and be liberal in your 

appraisal. It can be a great morale booster.

• An unsaid message that needs to go across to them is that 

your love is unconditional. You love them in spite of their 

mistakes.

• Set boundaries for your children and stay consistent. They 

will try their best to expand those boundaries but your 

firmness will augment their respect for you.

• Identify the child’s areas of interest and help them enhance 

the skills.

• Never cover a negative act or situation with false praise just 

to make the child feel comfortable. They will start doubting  

your integrity.

• Give your 100% attention when you are with the child. It will 

help you understand even the words and actions unsaid or 

undone.

• Learn with them, learn from them and never forget to 

acknowledge their contribution in this learning process.

• Love is not the same as indulgence. Strike a firm balance and 

don’t confuse between the two.

Parenting is a continuous process of self exploration, patience 

and effort. But if done properly it is gratifying and enjoyable. 

Soon these growing years will be over and as you see a young 

adult marching ahead in life, you will long for these years to come 

back when your child took away all your time to make you laugh, 

cry, shout, worry, dream, apprehend and “your days were long” 

but ultimately you realize that “the years were short”...

To be in your children’s memory tomorrow

You have to be in their lives today.

Shikha Banerjee

Seth Anandram Jaipuria School 

Kanpur

Parenting tips for 
st

The 21  Century Parents
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h e  S e c o n d  F o u n d e r ’s  D a y 

Tcelebrations at Seth Anandram 

School, Lucknow was aptly named 

“The Year that was…” A grand event that 

won the appreciation of the guests and the 

parents alike. Mr Srijan Pal Singh, a 

former advisor and close aide of Late Dr. 

APJ Abdul Kalam was the Chief Guest on 

the occasion. Other dignitaries included 

Chairman of Jaipuria Group Mr. Shishir 

J a i p u r i a  a n d  m e m b e r s  o f  t h e 

management committee. 

“The Year that was… “was the culmination 

of the year long prize winning activities 

and those  p icked f rom the c lass 

performances in the school assemblies. 

The programme got off to a flying start 

with a Ganesh Vandana coupled with a 

Lezim dance. “One Teacher, One Book- 

the Story of Malala” emphatically and 

powerfully conveyed the message that 

children especially girls worldwide have a 

right to be educated. Lost childhood due 

to war, poverty or terror must cease. Dhatri 

Upadhyay recreated the magic of Kiran 

Bedi’s TED talk that had the audience 

applauding. Colours of India showcased 

the dances from Rajasthan, Gujarat, Bengal 

and Punjab, while the Fusion dance was a 

blend of Salsa, Flamenco and Kathak. The 

Grand Finale ‘JameRaho and Hall of 

Fame- You Can Be a Champion’ lent a 

grand, colourful and befitting end to the 

celebrations. 

Founder's 
Day 

Celebrations



raduation Day for our KG students was organised on 21st March 2018. The 

Geventful day started with the ceremonial lighting of the lamp by the mother of 

Aradhya Mishra and Vibhuti Narain Singh. Vani Pandey, Shreya, Lavanya, Aashita, 

Yashvardhan, Shaurya Wahi students of KG spoke with confidence on the means of land 

transport, modes of future transport, road signs & safety rules. Students of class KG 

dedicated a song to their mothers’s – “Maa” from the movie Neerja.

A speech on “Graduation Day” was delivered by Aradhya Mishra. The programme 

concluded with all the students singing a song on “Graduation Day”.

67
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Summer Camp
n 16th May, 2018 began the Annual Summer Camp in our 

Oschool which extended till 25th May’18. The Information 

Technology/ Robotics Club, Film Making and Editing activities 

were the most popular ones with the kids. In the Film making activity 

the children were introduced to Stop Motion Animation and they made 

a film using toys brought by them on the first day. In the Robotics 

activity, the engineers of the future were introduced to various 

apparatus used like the bread board, Raspberry Pi and multi meter. 

Other activities included performing arts like instrumental music; 

Tabla, Keyboard, Guitar and Drums. The children honed their Culinary 

and Artistic skills too. Our tiny tots were not far behind either and were 

involved in activities like Science is Fun, cookery, etc. Sporting activities 

included, Cricket, Skating, Volleyball and Football.
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 beach party at school? What a fantastic idea it was to re-create summer at the beach side and set the beach 

Aball rolling!! The dress code for the little Jaipurians was Hawaiian casuals with accessories like sunglasses and 

hats. Beach music, palm trees, paddling pools helped set the scene with the little ones tapping their feet to the 

sound of summer music. The children just loved it!!!

Beach Party

n the 3rd of November, 43 

Os t u d e n t s  a n d  5  s t a f f 
members boarded the train 

for Chandigarh and from there to 
Kufri. It was really chilly, but the kids 
were thrilled to move into the cozy 
tents with their friends. The next two 
days a host of fun adventure 
activities were lined up like - Valley 
crossing, jumaring, Burma bridge 
crossing and double rope crossing. 
Some did the activities with ease, 
while others had to be prodded and 
pushed. The day trek as well as the 
n igh t  t rek  we re  f a s c ina t i ng 
experiences where children actually 
smelt and absorbed nature in all its 
beauty, and serenity. With a brief 
stopover and shopping spree at 
Chandigarh, the children returned 
back to Lucknow on the 8thof 
November,tired yet happy.

Back to the hills

Kufri Trip

www.jaipuria.edu.in
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o showcase the innovative creations of the students, the Annual 

TArt and Craft exhibition was held on 22nd March, 2018. The 

children had put in a lot of hard work and prepared art exhibits 

on Aboriginal Art of Australia, Madhubani Art, African Art, Worli 

Art etc. The children did a commendable task for trash o’ fun, which 

consisted of beautiful bags, newspaper photo frames, wall 

hangings, flowers and penguins made of soft drink bottles, 

paintings on table calendars and Mandala art on compact disc. 

The efforts of the primary wing students who made Art & craft from 

pistachio shell, ear buds, food grains, thermocol plates, pencil 

sharpens and bindis was appreciated by all.

On 14th May’18 the children entered the campus 

with great joy and delight as a school picnic was 

planned by our Principal, Ms.Poonam Kochitty to 

the Nilaansh Water Park, approximately 50km 

away from our school. The very thought of plunging 

into the water in this scorching heat was electrifying. 

We reached the destination in just about an hour 

and were welcomed by soft drinks and light snacks. 

The children changed into their swimming attires 

and dived into the pool with their friends. The park 

also had a couple of water rides that were such a 

respite from the blazing heat of the May month. It 

was a perfect end to the first quarter of the new 

session and the beginning of the summer break.

Nilansh Water Park

VISIT TO
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he children of grade VI upwards were taken to TATA Motors on 

T19th March.In the learning Centre Mr. Usmani welcomed us and 

briefed the children about the 150 year old journey of the TATA's 

since the pre-independence period. He shared the success story of the 

group and the vision of Mr. Jamshedji Tata. The children were amazed 

to see how a truck is assembled in every six minutes. The group 

consciously puts in efforts to take care of the safety & security of its 

employees. He also gave us the information that the Tatas donate a 

staggering 67% of their profits for CSR activities. The contribution of 

this business group to the economic development of our country is 

phenomenal.

T��� motors

n 14th March 2018, the students of grade I and II of Seth 

OAnandram Jaipuria School, Lucknow visited the National 

Botanical Research Institute. The children got the 

opportunity to view the huge Ashoka trees, Lichi trees and they 

also went to the Green house, Cactus house, Jurassic Garden and 

Bonsai house. They learnt about the medicinal plants used to cure 

fever and to relieve acute pain in the body. The children could 

recapitulate the types of plants like herbs, shrubs, climbers and 

creepers during the visit to the garden.

N���VISIT TO

VISIT TO

Blogging has picked up pace in SAJS Lucknow. More and more teachers and children are getting motivated and feel 

happy to share their experiences through blogs. Sharing the links of the blogs written by our students-

BLOG BAIT – FUTURE PROSPECTS - IT CLUB 

Read the entire blog article: http://jaipuria.edu.in/…/blog-bait-future-prospects-it-club/

Read the entire blog article: http://jaipuria.edu.in/lucknow…/…/blog-bait-young-achievers/

Blogbait - My first day in the science club

Read complete blog article: http://jaipuria.edu.in/…/…/my-first-day-in-the-science-club/

Blogbait - My first day in the science club

Read complete blog article: http://jaipuria.edu.in/…/…/my-first-day-in-the-science-club/

Our Budding Bloggers

www.jaipuria.edu.in
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Proud Achievements

eth Anandram Jaipuria School, Lucknow, was ranked among 

Sthe top schools of India for 'Outstanding Achievement in 
the field of Education' by Digital Learning and 'ELETS' in the 

Education Conclave held at Taj Vivanta on 23rd May'18. The award 
was received by Mr. Pankaj Rathore and Ms. Reetu Pandey on 
behalf of the School Management. The award ceremony saw 
eminent people from the field of education – Mr. Jagdish Gandhi, 
Ms. Bharati Gandhi and other officials from the Higher Education 
Department.

econd Position In Movie Making Competition Organised By 

SAmity International School, Gurgaon Sec-46 Amity 
International School, Gurgaon –Sec 46, organised a Film 

Making competition as a part of their Annual Robotic festival by 
the name Robotronics . All the Microsoft Schools of India were 
invited. Seth Anandram Jaipuria School Lucknow, being a 
Microsoft school enrolled for the Filmage (Movie-Making) 
Contest in which the participants had to make a short film on the 
theme – SCI-FI. The Music teacher Mr Anubhav Singh, who heads 
the the Film Making Club of our school made a team of two 
students from class 9th– Anubhav Singh and Hardik Raj Kapoor 
and one student Ayush Jain from class 8th. On first position was 
Amity International School, Saket and at third place was Amity 
International School Gurgaon Sec – 46 (Host).
The full Video is available on YouTube.
To view please click on the link below-
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tm_-XWWGAWk

e feel proud to share that another feather in our cap 

Wwas added on 25th May'18 as four children from our 
school; Shivam Rai, Dhatri Upadhyay, Shubhangi Singh 

and Aarsh Srivastava qualified for the India Finals of the MOS 
Season VIII. Approximately 15,000 students appeared for the 
qualifying round and 600 children were selected to compete for 
the title of “India Champions”. Microsoft Certification gives the 
students the power to chart their own course, fulfill their 
ambition and realize their potential. It gives them the tool to build 
a brighter future and prepare themselves for a successful career.

T
he SHURUAAT 
BUS under the 
aegis The Global 

e d u c a t i o n  a n d 
Leadership Foundation arrived at Seth Anandram Jaipuria School 
. Shuruaat Bus is an initiative of The Global Education and 
Leadership Foundation (TGELF) in partnership with NITI Aayog's 
Atal Innovation Mission to promote innovative thinking and 
empower citizens to become entrepreneurs and jobs 
creators..The students enjoyed visiting the Shuruaat Bus which is 
designed with a pitching room, an innovation zone, a conference 
room and a seating area. The GELF team comprised of Aayush, 
Vinay, Devika, Shraddha and Mr. Deepak Singh from IIT Kanpur. 
The members also held an interactive session for the students 
telling them about the finer nuances of entrepreneurs
hip, innovation and leadership. The Chief Guest for the occasion 
was Mr Deepak Singh from IIT Kanpur, who motivated the 
students with his words of wisdom on leadership and scientific 
thinking. He presented the school with an 'Innovation Trophy' in 
the field of science to acknowledge the nurturing atmosphere 
that the school provides for its budding innovators. The Principal, 
Mrs. Poonam Kochitty thanked the team for their contribution to 
the cause of promoting effective entrepreneurship and 
leadership skills amongst the students.

Top School by Digital Learning

Movie Making Competition

Movie Making Competition

Niti Aayog
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ood parenting is more important than a good school to a 

Gchild's academic success, according to a study. Youngsters 
do best when their parents help them with homework, 

emphasise the importance of education and attend school 
events, researchers found. Children with supportive parents- 
even if they attend poor quality schools- tend to outperform 
pupils at good schools whose parents take little interest in their 
education. The findings promptedthe researchers to warn that 
improving social mobility cannot be achieved only by 'fixing' the 
school system. Initiatives were also needed which aimed to 
enhance parents' involvement. Researchers examined 
information on 10,585 teenagers drawn from 1,000 randomly 
selected secondary schools in the US. 

The study considered their academic performance and the 
quality of parental involvement in their lives-so-called 'family 
social capital'- as well as the quality of their schools- 'school 
social capital.' Parents were considered to be passing on high 
levels of social capital if they regularly checked homework, talked 
about school with their children and attended parents' evenings 
and other events. These are thought to be ways parents pass on 
knowledge and values to their children.

Meanwhile, schools with high social capital ensured the 
classroom environment was conducive to learning and kept 
truancy and disruptive behavior to a minimum. They also offered 
plenty of extra-curricular activities and made regular contact with 
parents. Teachers at these schools reported high morale. The 
researchers, from North Carolina State University, found that 
while good schools did help to raise achievement, the influence 
of families was stronger.

Teenagers with high levels of family capital but low school capital 
tended to do better in exams than pupils with high school capital 
but low family capital, according to the study, published in the 
journal Research and Social Stratification and Mobility. Dr. Toby 
Parcel, who led the study, said: “While both school and family 
involvement are important, the role of family involvement is 
stronger when it comes to academic success.

Good Parenting

Devang Tiwari

VIII-A

Seth Anandram Jaipuria School

Lucknow

arent- a guide, teacher, comforter . It's a word with 

Pherculean meaning. Being a parent does not just means 

giving birth to a new creation, but it's the beginning of a 

beautiful and responsible journey. Good parenting does not 

mean giving a lot of luxurious lifestyle to your child in form of big 

house, fancy car, expensive toys, junk food and making them 

study in an expensive school. It's about nurturing their childhood 

with love, care, giving them time, making them understand 

things, positive feelings, manners, letting them know about value 

of things around them, respecting people, making them 

understand about supernatural power- God, environment- tress, 

water, animals, flowers etc.

Good parenting does not need lot of money and over modern 

society. Parents should be able to transform their child into a law 

abiding citizen. It feels great to be a parent, but it is pleasurable to 

be called a GOOD PARENT. This will be reflected in the behavior, 

thoughts, deeds, and contribution to family, society, country and 

environment (nature).

arenting…. Although parenting is a small word but it 

Pcomprises a long process of bringing up a child from 

infancy to adulthood. Parenting is not only for establishing 

discipline and right behavior but “Parenting is the art of dealing 

with children for their physical, emotional, intellectual and socio-

cultural development.”

Every child is not the same. They are different to each other, 

therefore their activities, interest, responses and intellectual level 

are also different. So its important for parents to understand and 

realize the ability and potential of response. Children then can be 

dealt accordingly.

Children are just like clay and as a parent it sour responsibility to 

give them the right shape by developing an understanding with 

them, creating an emotional connect and inculcating a right 

culture, habits and values in them.

Dr. Pooja Soni & Dr. Ashok Soni

Parents of Athishay Soni

Pre-Nursery

Seth Anandram Jaipuria School 

Lucknow

Right Parenting

Rajneesh Jaiswal

f/o Sarthak Rajvardhan (KG-B)

Seth Anandram Jaipuria School 

Lucknow

www.jaipuria.edu.in

Good Parenting
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GOOD PARENTING

Good Parenting is more important than good schooling to a child's academic success, according to a 

study. Youngsters do best when their parents help them with homework, emphasise the importance 

of education and attend school events. Children with supportive parents- even if they attend poor 

quality schools-tend to outperform better than the students studying in better quality school but 

whose parents are not supportive. Whatever parents do- the way they walk, talk, move, emotions, 

expressions, etc- children try to copy that. If our parents fight, the children therefore, fight with each 

other or their friends. If they abuse someone the children also start abusing. Child's first school is his 

mother's schooling. Parents teach manners, good habits to their kids. Parents play a key role in 

children's life. A child needs support of their parents in every situation of their lives. Children need 

support twenty- four hours which most of the working parents are not able to give. Parenting is the 

most challenging and important job any of us can have, yet it receives little support or recognition in 

our society. If parents are kind, compassionate, honest, respectful, tolerant, patient, hard worker then 

there is no doubt the child would inherit his parent's qualities and become the world's best child.

Instead of saying what's wrong with today's children I would 
rather pin the responsibility on to parents. If the children of today 
and the way they behave has changed, it's because there's a 
whole new breed of parents who have somehow lost the art of 
being good parents. In fact whilst interacting with parents, I often 
wonder why they act so helpless in the face of their child's 
misbehaviour? Why do they plead and expect the school teachers 
to take on the role of a disciplinarian? Why do they give in to their 
children's demands and find it so difficult to say a firm NO?  There 
seems to be a role reversal. The child seems to have more power 
and influence over the parent. I read something very similar in an 
article written by an American physician, psychologist and author 
Mr Sax , and I quote.

“The hierarchy of parent over child no longer exists. Instead of 
parents exercising their authority because they know what's best, 
they are focusing on making children happy and boosting their 
self-esteem.”

“They now see their job as facilitating whatever a kid wants to do.”
As a School Head for over three decades,I have seen a sea change 
in parenting styles and I think that that is the reason why children 
behave the way they do.

Degradation of values in all walks of life, in society in general is a 
stark reality. Children see it and experience it everywhere. Time 
has become a premium product, and children are at the receiving 
end. If mothers are working they are hard pressed for time and 
fathers in general take their absence from home on account of 
work or business a foregone conclusion. The children are left to 
fend for themselves. With no one to guide them, listen to them, 
talk to them and share their joys, failures and struggles, children 
are starved for attention and a shoulder to lean on. Parents 
compensate for their lack of time by providing the children with 
whatever they ask for, reasonable or unreasonable demands. 

Children also notice the constant money talk that happens in the 
home in varied contexts and begin equating success and 
happiness with money.

To pin it down to hard facts, the biggest problem I see is that 
parents have failed to provide a good upbringing. With more 
income in hand , parents overdo by providing excessive material 
comfort and over protecting children. They don't train them to 
take on responsibilities, in sharing, in doing small household 
chores, in becoming self reliant. They don't teach children that 
actions have consequences and that they must think twice before 
they speak or act. There are some who use their position and 
power and teach children that they are entitled to special 
treatment or privileges. Other parents feel that their connections 
or threats will get their children what they actually should have 
earned through hard work and merit. Then there are parents 
who've never taught their children to care about and respect 
other people, and to be sensitive enough not to hurt or harm 
anyone. Mr Sax very aptly put it when he said...

 Parents should focus on helping children develop skills such as 
self-control, humility and conscientiousness, meaning they think 
of people other than themselves.

I see a reflection of such behaviour from parents, day in and day 
out. And I know that all that children need from their parents, 
teachers and adults is lots of love,( not material things) concern, 
willingness and time to listen and guide, a companion who is fun 
to be with, and most of all a role model who walks the talk.

Poonam Kochitty

Principal

Seth Anandram Jaipuria School 

Lucknow

Zahra

Class - VIII-A

Seth Anandram Jaipuria School 

Lucknow

What's wrong with modern day parenting?
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o most people the above lines may seem correct…..But the 

Tquestion which often strikes me is….IS PARENTING ONLY 
ABOUT FATHERHOOD AND MOTHERHOOD? Okay so first 

let's understand the basics of parenting-The two traits that stand 
out are, making the kids feel loved and safe.And since feeling safe 
usually comes from feeling loved, we could say that there really is 
only one parenting basic i.e. ensuring that the child feels loved. 
Parenting is not limited to the bloodline alone; take for example 
foster parents and teachers. They too play a vital role in molding 
the character of a child Research proves that becoming a teacher 
isn't “like becoming a doctor or a vet”. On the contrary, the 
teacher's role is “much more akin to that of a parent”, the only 
difference being a parent nurtures one or two children at home, 
whereas for a teacher the figures revolve around thirty to thirty 
five. The teacher hand-holds the students and guides them 
through each pivotal stage of their development.

From learning to read and write, to developing skills in numeracy, 
to gain an appreciation of the arts and sciences, to understanding 
our place in the world from the perspectives of other people's 
values and beliefs, imparting valuable life lessons-for a teacher 
this list is endless. She ensures that the child is happy in school, is 
loved by all and feels safe.

We may relate biological parenting with 'possessiveness' to a 
certain extent. Parents feel the ownership of their child and want 
them to become better than what they are or probably want the 
children to live the dreams of their parents …..Can we call this true 
love? On the other hand for a teacher it's about conscientiously 
working to make the child better than what he/she is and 
mentoring them to achieve their dreams. I really don't mean to 
say that biological parents don't love their children, of course 
they do, but there may be times when the child takes undue 
advantage of that love or the love unconsciously turns to 
“Ownership.”

A teacher who is also a fellow stake holder in parenting tries to 
make the best version of what the child is capable of.Of course 
biological and foster parents too want their child to be the best 
versions of what they are but it often comes with a flavor of 
anxiety and pressure. It's the pressure, of not repeating the same 
mistakes that they themselves made.

So for me 'Parenting' is a collective skill and the art of the stake 
holders who care for the child.
Think and Introspect!!

Shilpi Agarwal

TGT (Science)

Seth Anandram Jaipuria School 

Lucknow

Good Parenting

Is Parenting is an art? Or is it a skill,

Is it is the drama or a clash of wills?

Is it the unstoppable run trying to out will?

Their needs and desires that they could not fulfill.

Is it just a job which is run of a mill?

Or, does it test one's patience and skills.

arents of children with special needs create their own world 

Pof happiness and believe in things that others cannot yet 
see.” When we get something special from Almighty we feel 

elated. I met a mother who received something special from God; 
a child, very special to her!!! Atthis special moment,she expected 
the maternity ward to reverberate with cheer and jubilation 
instead she could sense the tension and uneasiness. The nurses 
bore a look of apprehension and asked a very bizarre question – 
“Do you really want to see your baby??”

It was then she realized that she had given birth to a child who 
was indeed very special. Her little angel was born with no fingers 
and toes and suffered with Apert's syndrome. It was quite nerve 
wracking and heart breaking for her as the future seemed bleak! 
As if the physical challenge was not daunting enough, the mother 
had to battle the pitiful, judgmental glances. Thedoctors though 
supportive were not sure of how the child would progress. So 
their frequent response she got was, “Oh just give her love and 
affection”.The Mother smiled and thought, “Love and affection 
comes naturally to a mother. My real happiness lies in her mental 
and emotional well-being.”

So she decided to embrace the challenges and find real 
happiness in their own “Special World”. Herpursuit for 
happinesswas over when she found a team of doctors who 
developed artificial limbs for her daughter. The hospital staffthat 
was once apprehensive cheered and prayed for the little warrior. 
The recovery was miraculous and a fresh chapter of happiness 
was added to the special one's life. The next day, the mother's FB 
update was as follows- “My fingerless, fearless beauty is a 
dynamic personality indeed. At first sight, the people who are 
hesitant and wonder what's wrong with her head, hands and toes 
go “aww!!” when they see her smile. They call my special one's 
wide, heartening smile the “PACMAN SMILE” that compels them 
to flip a coin in which the head says I'm yours and tail says you're 
mine.”

Her smile became her mother's happiness and she calls her a 
HAPPY MAGNET!  A mother's strong desire to make her child 
survive is same as an octopus' mother who guards her egg for 
fifty days without food .The day the eggs hatchand the young 
octopus comes out of the burrow and the push to swim given by 
its mother is with her last breath.

The mother, in this story ran pillar to post to give her child a 
conducive environment, stood as a wall in front of her detractors 
and broke the stigma of “log kyakaheinge?” She often thanked 
her special one for giving purpose to her life. The 'special one' in 
turn gave birth to a resilient, compassionate parent with  
anindomitable will. What did the story have for me? It taught me 
that –“Parenting a special needs child isn't for the faint hearted; it 
requires a heart that's capable of loving with all its might and 
containing the HAPPINESS that comes with this special role.” 

Pankaj Rathore

Science Coordinator 

Seth Anandram Jaipuria School 

Lucknow

www.jaipuria.edu.in

The Indomitable Spirit
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he designation of a good parent is not defined by their societal 

Tdistinction, financial standing, or even fame. Being a good 
parent is defined by how you meet the road bumps and of the 

overall happiness of your child regardless of what you can or cannot 
provide for them. Parental love is the greatest love in the world. It is 
unconditional and unlimited. It doesn’t just come from bonds created 
by materialistic things but it springs from the bottom of the heart and 
is a thread woven with love, warmth, tenderness and kindness. 

From my journey as a mother and a preschool teacher I can say 
confidently that it was the most rewarding experience of my life, but 
that doesn’t mean it was easy. Good parenting is an art by which 
children are raised in the best possible way. Parents are responsible 
for the wellness and overall development of the child. Good 
parenting is all about the parents relationship with their children and 
how they bond with them. In order to make a parent a good parent, I 
would consider the following to be important 

•  Establishing and setting rules & teaching self-discipline to 
children: I knew that if I don’t manage  my child’s behaviour when 
she is young, she would have a hard time managing herself when 
she is older and I am not around. 

• Avoiding harsh punishments: I never hit my child as treating her 
with harsh discipline would only make her emotionally 
disconnected from me. It dawned on me that as parents we are 
not always correct. Sometimes we fail to understand their 
feelings. It is our responsibility to understand and respect our 
children’s emotions. 

• Concentrating on “Why”: I realized that In whichever way my 
daughter behaved was because of a reason and I needed to focus 
on the ‘why’ of the action. The reason is generally the desperate 
bit of attention. I have noticed that children tend to cry a lot on 
the first day to school. and using phrases like “stop crying” or 
“don’t cry” has no effect, instead if we make an effort to talk to 
them at the second level and ask them the reason it definitely 
shows some positive response.  After sharing with you their 
feelings the children calm down naturally. 

• Spending quality time with your child: The more I spent time with 
my child, the more I talked to her the more she would open up 
with me about her feelings. When my daughter was 3 years old  
and had started going to school , it was my daily routine to ask 
her about her day at school what all she did , what games she 
played , what she was taught and other things . Now she is 19 
years old and it is still her daily routine to call me from her hostel 
telling me how her day went. She has  a lot to share with me and 
calls me her best friend. 

• Fostering your child’s self - independence: Setting limits helped 
my child develop a sense of self  control which helped her to have 
a balanced outlook. 

As a parent I realized that each child is different and each child has a 
different approach to understand things. We as parents need to stay 
calm. It is difficult but not impossible. It is a journey to embark with 
happiness don’t make it stressful as a 9 am to 5 pm job instead make it 
memorable for you and your child.

Roopam Sharma

Little ONE – The Jaipuria Preschool  

Kanpur 

Good Parenting

The amount of  discipl ine and 
perseverance it takes to train a child is 
incredible but it becomes easy with 
the effort put in by the school. As a 
parent I'm reminded of my duties 
every now and then as the curriculum 
designed for the students involves a 
strong participation from the parents 
as well. I'm truly satisfied with the 
system and feel blessed to have 
found a wonderful place for my 
daughter.

Dvita Hemrajani
Mother of Vedanshi Hemrajani

When my wife and I were looking for a 
kindergarten for my daughter, we wanted 
her first experience to be in a loving, caring 
and homely environment where she 
would receive care and feel safe. We 
found these qualities at Little ONE - The 
school has given so much to my child as a 
learner and to us as parents. When I see 
my daughter standing as a confident and 
fearless person it gives me so much 
strength to face the world without the fear 
of losing. The biggest thing I learnt from 
my little scholar is that how easy it is to 
find joy in doing little things in life.

Shobhit Mangal
Father of Aradhya Mangal

K A N P U R
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“Nothing that you can teach them is more important than the 
love you can give them”....

Becoming a parent is considered to be one of the most beautiful and 
exciting time in a person's life. The greatest joy of living is in being a 
mother or a father. When a child comes we laugh, play, sing, crawl and 
do all those things that we have forgotten to do. The day a child is 
born the perspective of life changes and a new journey begins. We 
often embark on this new adventure with great hopes and 
expectations about what life will be as we raise our children. It can be 
defined by many adjustments that we make as we learn to 
understand our role as a parent and meet our child's needs as they 
grow, develop and change. Parenting is an art, a skill. Like a skilled 
craftsmen,  parents have to put in all their effort in creating a 
beautiful human being. We all want to raise children who grow up to 
be resilient, successful and an independent adult. But along with it we 
should also ensure that the child acquires not only knowledge but 
also wisdom, he earns not only success but also goodwill he becomes 
not only independent but also responsible, he develops not only 
strength but also compassion and most importantly we must teach 
him not only to take life seriously but also enjoy the flavours of fun 
and humour. But, the above traits can be instilled in a child only if we 
are a good blend of being a mentor who strengthens their roots and a 
friend who gives them wings to fly. 

The parent and child relationship is the most beautiful of all the 
relationships. Therefore, we should nurture it with immense care. 
And, the only way we can do it is by being the good parents who 
believe it is important to be happy than perfect. If we define 
parenting as caregiving to a child then the best parent is not the one 
who parents the most and definitely not the one who parents the 
least but the one who parents just the right amount and surely that's 
the parents the bear in the story Goldilocks would pick if she had tried 
out three parents along with the three bowls of porridge, chairs and 
beds. Parenting involves a certain amount of discretion. There is no 
standard rule. Different children may need different levels of 
attention, love and affection. Not all plants need the same amount of 
water to grow. Considering this our school Little ONE - The Jaipuria 
Preschool is truely committed in ensuring parent involvement in their 
child's social and academic growth and also in giving the child the 
freedom to explore their interest and skills. We focus that as parents, 
mentors or friends we should teach and encourage them to be the 
best version of themselves and not what we want them to be. 

We should allow our kids to feel all of their emotions. In the process of 
raising our children we should not forget that only if they taste 
failures will they become a successful and an independent person. 
Thus, we should not save them from failures instead guide them 
through the learning process. We must create a happy childhood for 
our kids as happy children feel more supported and secured in their 
relationship with their parents. Parenting is indeed the hardest job in 
the world, but doing it just the right way can help us create a happy 
and a successful human being.

Good Parenting

Vidhi Mangal

Ex- Jaipurian, Parent & Teacher

Little ONE – The Jaipuria Preschool 

I can never forget the beautiful day 
when my daughter stood as a 
colourful butterfly on stage. Exhibiting 
confidence and happiness. We as 
parents stood in awe as Rhyah took 
the challenge to come out of her shell 
of shyness. That one performance has 
bloomed her personality and now she 
is a totally changed, bubbly person. 
We as parents learnt that with love 
,care and gentleness……wonders 
happen. 

Dr. Laxmi  Tandon 
Mother of Rhyah Tandon 

“It takes a village to raise a child”. In 
simple words it is the entire 
community which lays an impact on 
the growth & development of the 
child. Where else other than Little 
ONE  did we us realize this was so 
true. Coming from a nuclear family 
there is a rapid change seen every 
day in our son with new activities 
and learning. I love the way he is 
excited about exploring new things 
and his never ending 'why'? has 
given us a reason to become 
curious.

Janvi  Mordani
Mother of Ayaan Mordani 
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hat makes a good parent and who gets to 

Wdecide? We can't solve a question paper on 
how to make a good parent. And we 

certainly can't tick the boxes that would make 
excellent parents. There are no certain criteria to it. 
This is a sensitive and delicate association.

The way to Good Parenting:
A parent and child's relationship is reflected through 
the child's behaviour and actions. If we don't have a 
good relationship with our child, they probably won't 
listen to us. How can we have a good relationship with 
our children? Develop trust. Think of it is an adult. If we 
have a good relationship with them and are not able 
to trust them, we'll listen to their opinions and views as 
compared to someone who we don’t like. Remember, 
building trust takes time, patience and perseverance. 
It all has to be done slowly and steadily. If we are 
successful in develop this trust between us and our 
kid, it enables us to develop empathy, honesty, self-
reliance, self-control, kindness, co-operation and 
cheerfulness. Not only this, our kid has lesser chances 
to develop mental illness such as anxiety depression 
eating disorder, and anti-social behaviour and saves 
our kid from drug house.

Don't be hesitant and communicate with our children, 
after all we give birth to them. Often, communication 
gap leads to series of dishonest and distrustful acts 
such as stealing thing and losing respect. Try to keep 
them in loop about everything.

Make sure they know that we are there for them. Be 
friendly and honest, but don't be strict as it instils fear 
and feelings of rejection. Set reasonable boundaries. 
Realize that the trust is a two way road and one person 
can't solely build it. Educating them about the 
benefits of trust is our job. If they build a trustworthy 
relationship with us, they will be bestowed with 
greater privileges.

Above all, trust ourselves as parents we do know what 
is best for our children. Have faith in ourselves and our 
decisions. Every relationship requires efforts, faith and 
patience. A loving relation between both the parties 
helps create a strong, fulfilling, satisfying and stable 
relationship, if the trust breaks, don't be disheartened. 
Try building it again. Put efforts into trusting each 
other again. Make the initial move and let them know 
that we are willing to work on it. Parenting is not an 
easy job. All it requires is love and determination.

What is Good Parenting?

Ms. Pooja Tiwari

English Faculty

Seth Anandram Jaipuria School 

Alambagh, Lucknow

Alambagh Campus, Lucknow

SETH ANAND RAM 
JAIPURIA SCHOOL
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eople have always been weary to find out the 

Panswer, because what makes a good parent makes 
a good family and what makes a good family 

makes a good society and finally what makes a good 
society makes the world we live in. It is the family that 
predetermines what kind of society we will have 
tomorrow because the society of tomorrow will be born 
to and sculptured in the family of today.

'To be in your children's memories tomorrow, you 
have to be in their lives today.'

Parenting approach is one of the most attributed 
concerns when dealing with ministration of the children 
by their own parents. Parents should be always 
knowledgeable about the footprints of proper parenting 
so that their child grows productively. It is a multiplex 
activity that includes several precise behaviors that work 
independently and together to influence child 
development. Love is manifestly important for a parent 
to provide while raising children and should be the 
intrinsic intent of any parent. A parent can provide this 
facet to a child by doing activities that he or she adores. A 
gentle cuddle, a little encouragement, appreciation, 
approval or even a smile can go a long way to invigorate 
the confidence and well-being of the children.

Another quality of a good parent is being able to lend an 
ear to the voice of the children and proceeding 
effectively to their demands. But as soon as children start 
feeling that their parents aegis too much, they try to get 
back at them and do what their parents don't want them 
to do. On the other hand kids who face paucity of 
freedom may end up turning into introverts afraid to 
speak to other people. The next very indispensable thing 
is trust. Being consistent with the children is of 
paramount importance because that's how trust is 
underpinned. Being able to communicate well augments 
confidence and charisma. Parents should not be 
petrified to talk to their children. They should not jump 
down through their throat when they are inquisitive 
about something. 

Children close their ears to advice but open their eyes to 
examples.'
Last but not the least is an idiosyncrasy that every parent 
needs to possess and that is a propensity to work out the 
conflicts and disagreement of their children through 
tranquil discussions rather than heated arguments. Such 
parents become healthy role models for their children. 
With those traits you hope to develop in your child, 
kindness, compassion, honesty, respectfulness, 
tolerance, patience and unconditional love. It is rightly 
said, 'The way we talk to our children becomes their 
voice.'

Ms. Jyoti Paul

Senior English Faculty

Seth Anandram Jaipuria School 

Alambagh, Lucknow

What makes 
a Good Parent?
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hat a pleasure it is to see a young couple entering into the 

Woffice holding the finger of a little one. The inquisitiveness 
of the little one’s eyes is quiet visible. The parents are also 

filled with innumerable questions like how will my child manage? 
What will he do? How much will he learn? Are there swings in the 
school? How many activities will be taken up?

Being the head of the institution it takes away a lot of energy to pacify 
the queries of the parents but once they go out with a satisfying smile 
lurking on their face our job is half done.

Schools are a second home for our students and we as second parent 
do our job diligently and responsibly but, when it comes to parenting 
I still feel that parents need to learn a lot more about it because the 
first four years of a child are the most crucial years, as the child 
develops his habits in this age. He starts picking up the language 
which is spoken at home. He enjoys imitating his elders and gradually 
adapts their way and style.

Patience is the key to Good Parenting: Have you noticed a child 
who has just returned from school, inspite of his spending 6 to 8 
hours in school he is still bubbling with energy. His main aim is to 
share each and every little happening of the school which he has 
faced today. These generally include my so and so friend had brought 
a tasty snack, his mother cooks so well. My tiffin was relished by my 
friends. The history teacher told me to focus more on the chapter 
‘Ashoka the Great’. Games sir punished me because I forgot to take 
my skates today & many more. 

Instead of nagging your child to go and change, first give them a 
patient ear. Trust me within ten minutes you can analyse the entire 
day of your little one. Communication is very important and I think  is 
the foundation of all strong relationships. The more free your child is 
to you, the more you know about him. Keep on nurturing this bond 
with your keen eyes and silent listening and gradually you will see 
that he will start sharing his problems with you, where you through 
your experience will guide him on the right path. Take out time and 
give an ear to your little one. The little mind is full of questions which 
only a parent can satisfy. 

Meaningful eye to eye conversation is very important in the formative 
years of a child. It helps the child develop confidence and strengthens 
a sense of belonging. Touch and hugs from parents boost the 
immune system of the child and provide the child with a sense of 
security. 

“The sign of a great parenting is
not the child’s behaviour.
The sign of truly great parenting
is the parent’s behaviour”

Let him develop naturally –Do not impose your aspirations on him. 
He might be your child but he has a separate identity of his own. Let 
him pick his own likes & dislikes. Be like a mentor and not as a 
dictator. Remember today’s generation is wiser than ours. They need 
your support not your interference all the time.

A healthy analysis is fine, but avoid making unhealthy comparisons. 
We need to understand that every child is unique in his own way and 
this uniqueness should be respected. Academic success or failure 
should not be a parameter for your love towards your child.

Developing emotions in your child- Now-a-days I have often seen 
that parents generally tell their little ones that they should not display 
their emotions in front of everyone as it portrays their weakness. They 
are wrong, as in human life emotions are very important and our 
younger generation should know the importance of it. It is due to 
emotions that we bind with each other. Friendship is one of the 
relations which has strong emotions involved in it. If you nurture the 
emotions in your little one, you will see that he will learn many things 
in which the feeling of sharing is very important.

If he/she learns to share his things with others you will see that he will 
gradually develop into an empathetic person. From sharing comes 
the feeling of gratitude. Enable your child to count his blessings and 
he should learn to be grateful to everyone who really toiled hard to 
make him and his life comfortable.

Critical analysis for every personality is very important but, one 
should not forget that too much of critical thinking brings negativity. 
Teach your child to balance emotions through his behaviour. Always 
remember that Parents play a lead role because children are 
extensions of their parents and have a natural bond with them. It is 
important to understand that subconscious programming cannot be 
taught, but is absorbed by the child. 

Trust him -One most important component of good parenting is to 
have trust on your little one. Keep your eyes open, monitor his/her 
activities but never be invasive. Make him feel that you have trust on 
him. This emotional bond will surely help you to turn your child into a 
promising individual who will always think before he does something 
wrong. If a child develops a sense of responsibility and an ability to 
choose the right path he will never go astray and this achievement as 
a parent I think will be commendable.

Last but not the least instill‘Confidence’ in him, teach him that his 
body is the power house of energy, which used in a positive way can 
do miracles. Develop that confidence in your relationship too, so that 
if in any phase of life he feels disheartened your shoulder should be 
there for him to cry on. While bringing up children it has been 
observed that parents demand respect from them but forget to 
display it when it comes to their part. Children learn more from what 
you are than what you teach. Language is also an integral part of 
one’s behaviour, stress should be laid on correct & polite usage of 
words. Make him strong enough that he does not fall into peer 
pressure. If a thing is wrong, teach your child to say ‘NO’. 

Make your child a person of strong character & ethics for which you 
also have to work hard on yourself. It does not mean only giving the 
child a perfect life. It means teaching him how to lead a good and 
happy life in our imperfect world. Our kids watch us for a living. It’s 
their job: it’s what they do. That’s why it is really important to try our 
best to be a great role model.

While summing up I would say that,
“You can earn as much as you wish,
Reach a status high above but,
None of these are equal to
Having one sweet child to love!”

Good Parenting

Anjali Bajpai

Principal

Seth Anandram Jaipuria School, Unnao
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A	good	parent	strives	to	make	decisions	
in	the	best	interest	of	the	child.	A	good	parent	
doesn’t	have	to	be	perfect.	No	one	is	perfect.

No	parent	is	perfect.	No	child	is	perfect	either	…	
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